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4 Sudden Deaths of Iwo
Prominent Smithiand Men
ith Smithland was stricken doubly yes-
ATTORNEY JAMES HODGE FELL DEAD OF HEART FAILURE THEM IN POSSESSION OF HIM
DARKIES.
ON STEPPING FROM STEAMER YESTERDAY ArTERNOON
—AT si:yo P. M. THERE PASSED AWAY FROM THE SAME
CAUSE, AND POSSIBLY THE SHOCK, CAPTAIN J. W. BUSH, OUTFIT STOLEN FROM JUDGE
WHO WAS A LIFE-LONG FRIEND OF LAWYER HODGE— DRUMMER RAFALSKY
BOTH PROMINENT MEN OF WESTERN KENT CKY
CARMEN'S REHKUPF NOW 'Faction Lompdp Must
RECOVERED AS INDIVIDUAL Repair Streets troperly
terday by losing two of its most
prominent and widely known citizens,
both passing away suddenly of heart
fanfare. One was Captain John W.
Bash, and the other was Attorney
James C Hodge and information of
the deaths was received in the nature
of a pert shock by Paducahans, as
both gentlemen were well known
here.
Lawyer Hodge dropped dead just as
be got cdf Cho shimmer Royal. s
Ca"' oo eveniog about
OP 111%104 while lying abed at her
tome Attorney Charles Grasshare ex-
greased the belief Last night
tlirlt. Midge, proved such a shock to
the news o fthe death of
f$3aptaio Bush that the latter died from
I e effects of the information, as the
awcers had been intimately associ-
ated for the past thirty or forty years
hi the practice of law.
Mr. Hodges Death.
Yesterday morning Mr Hodge
-came to this city upon the steamer
Rowel. and spent several hours trans-
acting some legal basin's,. He
mingled with many Paditesh {tient},
and teemed to be In the best of
health At a o'clock yesterday after-
neon, he boarded the little steamer
and started hack to his home in
Smithland. which place was reached
by the Rove! about 5 o'clock. The
boat landed and Attorney Hodge was
prenating to 'ten from the stage plank
41.10 hank, when he turned to tell a
friend geodbye. Suddenly he threw
vp hit hands and toppled forward to
• the iseound Others there quickly
f Ushoft to his tide and sumeirmed
enedieal attention. hut it *as found
1He had imnotiately left hie body and
he wee cold in death. The remains
were then carried to his home up in
the eitv, where they now are being
prensred for burial it is not known
stihes the innersl nerors. hot it will
posit!Silv he toettotteise tomorrow.
fsilwre rawsed the deaf%
Ur. Motive was horn in Smithland
shety-tl.ree year. aeri below a son of
eke 'tete roletnpl Pin.* Rretee. who
'died I•v rfOrt Mr. Tames T-Tnel.e g
rew
—a-hond le that rite 11”4 then at-
tere4•A the entleee at rtiirtiate.yrn.
he and the lete Tnelre Tlavid L.
rit..4..e. r•A--ei, the
some rear. Ptith returnee to Sm
ite_
liasee where they oe.etteed law unil
- Indre Sanders' moved to Paducah.
't Yr. flodire continued that neieehnr-
ime tit/ as his place of abode and did
4
* a most lucrative practice at the bar.
He was an eloquent man, polished,
well bread and quite popular with all.
• He was related to Judge W. D. Grier
of this city.
The deceased is survived by his
wife and the following ch,ildreto. Mr.
Bloat Hodge. the pilot on tke, startler
Royal; Mr James Hodge, who left
Smithland only last week and .went
to Louisville where he accepted a
•ossition as telegraph operator for the
illinois Central railroad; Mr, Robert
Hodge, Miss Anna Hodge, and Mrs.
R. J. Perkins of Smithland. The de-
ceased served very creditably as
county attorney of Livingston county
a for a period of eight years, his tenure
eloping in tlioR.
Captain Bush's Death.
Captain J. W. Bush, She oldest law-
yer in Livingston county, and posii-
.bly this end of the state, has been a
cuffercr from heart troulte for some
years. Two months ago he was
stricken with an attack while at the
county courthouse in Smithland, and
for days lay in a very critical condi-
tion at his home. He finally recovered.
and had been able to be up and about,
although in still in a weakened and
enfeebled condition which was ag-
gravated by his advanced age. He
felt badly a day or two ago. and too
to his bed, from which be would arise
at penotts. Yesterday, when Attor-
't ray Hodge dropped dead, Captain
el Bush was acquainted with the sad
• faet, and this news had a great effect
upon him. as Mr. Hodrre and the
captain had been lifelong friends of
exceeding intimacy. The deeeessing a
effect was possibly all the more force-
ful on Captain Bush, realizieor that he
seffered from the same, )11rnerrt that k
tarried away his boob a friend. He c
conki net recover from the abode and t
•
passed away in his bed at borne.
Captain Bush was a prominent mai
known all over this section of th
very lucrative and important genera
state, as he has always commanded a
'law practice. He was born June 3rd
1836 at Eddrrille, Lyon county, being
the son of Dr. Reuben and Mrs
Louise William s Bush, two pr o rni-
tent people of that vicinity. Captain
Bush was one of ten children and was
educated in the Bethlehem college
which flourished in Lyon county
Completing his course there with
high honors indicating a bright mind
and aptitude at learning, he entered
the law office of Judge Wiley P.
Fowler, who then lived at Eddyville
and was one of the leading jurists in
'hi, end of the state. The captain
began the study of law in Ole& and
by vigorous application and a keen in.
sight amassed legal lore etifficient to
he admitted to the bar the following
year. He then moved to Missouri
where he lived until tS6o. When the
war broke out he was back in this
strte and enlisted as captain of Com-
pany G. 45th Kentucky Volunteers.
He served through the conflict mest
valiantly, many brave deeds loins
recorded to himself and command.
which had charge of the Smithland-
rst during the unpleasantness
Novernlier. 146.1 he was mustered
oat of tilt service, being given cote -al
mention for his deeds of valor. and
going to Smithland that year ripened
his law office and had ever since male
that neighboring city his home His
office was regarded as one of the most
important in Western Kentucky,
many students studying under him
afterwards becoming some of the
leading men of the eosin-
tly, one being Hon. John K.
Hendrick, the practitioner of this city
who has just been nominated as the
!temocratic candidate for attorisry
general of Kentucky Another dis-
tinguished personage beginning h,s
career under the captain, is Hon Fred
Flemin, the Wealthy Texan who has
a national reputation. Captain Bush's
law office was the oldest in not only
Smithland. but this portion of Ken-
tucky, and during his life he had
many prominent attorneys as his as-
sociate partners.
The private life of Captain Bush
was similar to his honorable public
career, as it was one of purity and
oprightless that appealed to the
deepest sentiments of everybody. He
was deeply religious, and to his dying
day it was his unbroken custom to
have a chapter of the Bible read in the
home daily, accompanied with family
prayers within the beloved circle. It
was an acknowledged fact that in a
Quiet. unassuming manner, he con-
tributed more to charity and .thurzhes
than any other resident of Livingston
county, his only motive being that of
helping his fellow man and good
causea, with no object of gain or con-
spicuousness. Ever sihce the war he
has followed an old custom of laying
aside one-tenth of everything lie
made.
The deceased was a zealot): mem-
ber of the Knights of Honor, and a
pillar of the Smithland Methodist
church.
He is survived by his wife, and the
following children; Mr. Frank Flush
the assistant cashier of the new
Smithland bank; Mr. Charles Bush,
Jr., a prominent young business man
of Smithland; Mrs J. A. Crenshaw, of
Newbern, Tenn.; Mrs. Robert J.
Rivers, wife of the well known Padu-
cah physician who is now located in
Smithland; Mrs. Lizzie Harris. of
Smithland, widow of the former
newspaper man, Mr. Georg:. I
Harris. of ' Paducah who died
several years ago; Mrs. Charles C.
Grassham. wife of the prominent at-
torney of West Jefferson street, this
city.
Mr. Grassham and family go to
Smithland this morning to attend the
iimeral, the how for which hes not
yet been set. A number of Padocah-
ns will also go up to attend the last
obeenuies of Captain Bush, and also !
Mr. 'lodge, both of whom were well
flown here, ,and to whose friends
arise a great shock, on account of
he annenalitircurnatances surrotind-
DETECTIVE BAKER FOUND PETITION FILED TO FCNIN4
PERSONALLY INTO
BANKRUPTCY.
WOMAN CLAIMED SHE HAD
BEEN ROBBED, OFFICERS
DIDN'T BELIEVE IT.
Mies Nancy Baker Reported Theft of
1115 From Her Purse Yesterday—
New Judge Takes Bench,
Detective William Baker yesterday
, succeeded in recovering for Mr Leo
• Ratelasky an overcoat and suit of
cloth rig stolen a couple of weeks ago
while he was stopping at Hotel Bel-
vedere on Second and Broadway The
detective found the garments at the
home of Bud Cunningham, colored, of
429 North Third street, where resid-
ed Wm. McMurray, colored, who was
arrested on the charge of waling the
clothing.
Rafalsky is a well known traveling
man, and while here several weeks ago
was assisted in packing hs trunk by
McMurray, who was work'ng as bell
boy at the hostelry. On next open-
ing the trunk Mr. Rafalsky found it
had been entered after first being
packed, and the overcoat and suit of
clothing stolen. Detective Baker be-
gan working on the matter yesterday
and found the garments at McMur-
ray's room ;n the home of Cunning-
ham, who works as cook at the ho-
t-I It developed McMurray had
sold some of the clothing to Cuo-
ningham. so the former bell boy was
arrested on two warrants, one charg-
ing him with stealing the garments
from Mr. Rafalsky, and the other ac-
cusing McMurray of obtaining money
under false pretenses by pretending to
Cunningham that the garments be-
longed to McMurray, and thereby get-
eng Cunningham to purchase some of
them.
Woman Taken Charge Of.
Mrs Matheny, a well known char-
acter, stumbled into the office of the
• • rit ht about co so
o'clock and claimed she was robbed
ot ea and had been mistreated_ The
watchman of the factory telephoned
pollee headquarters for an officer to
come down and investigate the case.
Patrolman Johnson and Cross went
down and found she had taken on a
few too many drinks, so they brought
her to the headquarters instead of a
purported thief. She looked as if she
had been rolling around in the muddy
trenches dug down that way for the
new sewers and street work, as 
she
was besmeared from head to foot. The
oficers do not take any stock in her
robbery story.
Young Lady Minus Sis.
Miss Nancye Baker stenographer
at the Sutherland Medicine Company
on North Third street, reported to
the officers yesterday that someone
1 ad stolen $15 from her purse which
had been lef tin the pocket of a cloak
hanging on the wall. She does not
know when *I was taken.
Takes Bench This Morning.
I Judge David A. Cross th s mornin
g
'assumes charge of the ;Police court,
to which he was elected ten days 
ago
On account of having some busines
s
to attend to out of the city he got
Judge Pig-year to continue in charge
until yesterday.
Judge Puryear was selected to serve
horn the time Judge Sanders died un-
til the people could elect, November
6th, the person to fill out the remain-
der ,of Judge Sander's four year term,
which commenced last January. Judge
Puryear; during his short service,
made one of the best, fair-minded
and most impartial jurists ever occupy
lag any bench in this end of 
the
state, as from the outset he proved a
terror to the lawbreakers who qui
ckly
learned full justice would be meted
out to them, and his decisions and
fines effectual in weeding 
out
mach crime and law violations.
 As
rrany remarked yesterday, Judge Per
-
year is entitled to as much credit
 and




Mr. George Nolte, the potter, re-
ported yesterday to the police 
that
someone had stolen his fine hun
ting
tent from the Hill and Karnes b
rick-
yards on North Sixth street.
Btoad street have a new
—Mr. and Mrs. Claude Porter of
t8i boy






U. S. MARSHAL LONG CAME
HERE FROM LOUISVILLE
AND TOOK CHARGE.
Parties Whom Mr. Rehkopf Owes As
Ass Individual Instituted This
New Litigation.
Yesterday it developed that several
days ago, at Louisville, a number of
creditors of Mr. M E. Rehkopf of works gave the street car people 
this city sled a petition to force him
personally into bankruptcy. Inwnedi-
ately upon the document being lodged
at Louisville before Judge Walter
Evans of United States court the
latter named United States Marshal
George Long of Louisville as the re-
ceiver for Mr. Rehkopfs private in-
terests, the marshal to have charge of
the different properties owned by the
l'aducah branch of the bankrupt court,
until a trustee is named. Marshal
Long was here Tuesday serving the
notice cto Mr. Rehkopf, and taking
charge of the properties owned by the
Paducahan Next Monday, when
Judge Evans comes to this city to
open his fall term of the United States
court at the custom house, the judge
will first take up this new litigation
developing in the Rehkopf matters,
and if the Paducahan cannot show
cease why he individually should not
be forced into bankruptcy, the matter
will be passed over to Referee Bagby
for the business to be wound up.
This petition to force Mr Rehkopf
individually was filed before Judge
Frans in Louisville by the American-
German gonional bank of this city.
THIS ORDFP T"'ult13 YESTERn
CITY ENC.:2=
MADE Kiwi S
BOX FACrORY WILL NOT B
GIVEN FURTHER TIME IN
NEW BRIDGE ACROSS ISL.'
—CAR COMPANY WILL PAY
WAYS AND CULVERTS ON N
SESSION YESTERDAY•
pany interests until all the properties
are converted into cash, which will be
distributed among the creditors. To-
day Referee Ragby has Mr. Rehkopf
before him for examination as presi-
dent of the hantoirot concern.
Mr. Rehkoof in his own name is
A% orth over ST 00 MX), owning the
ground. bnildings. machines and stock
of the collar factory on Kentucky
avenue near Third street. also the
building and grounds occuoied by the
firm al,a tannery in Mechanicsburg,
lied also three three-story brick bitAd-
ings on South Second near Broadway
that were occupied by his incorpor-
ated firm. He also owns some resi-
dences' and it is understood coneid-
crable property in Memphis.
I GUNBOAT PADUCAH.
Has Returned From Ten Months'
Cruise in Weft Indian Waters.
Commander A G. Winterhaltre of
the gunboat Paducah has written
Mayor Yeiser that the craft has just
returned to the Navy Yard, Long Is-
land, aftc ra ten months' cruise in
West Indian waters The commander
expresses the hope that someday the
gunboat will be able to come up the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers to Padu-
cah for a visit. Mayor Yeiser yester-
day answered the letter, extending
again the hearty invitation for the
craft to come to this city where a
royal welcome awaits her and crew
ELKS' HEAD BACK
One Presented by Mr. Adolphus
Busch Has Been Remounted.
The large elks' head, which Mr.
Adolphus A. Busch, of the Anheuser-
Busch Brewing Association presented
to the Elks Lodge of this city several
years ago and which was recently sent
away through the Paducah branch to
be remounted, has been returned and
is ready to be set up in the lodge
room. Paducah lodge can well be
;loud of this emblem as it is the
largest and finest in existence
—Reports from the county are that
litany animals are dying front
' fungus" a peculiar poisoning.
Yesterday, during the meeting of
the board of public works, City En-
rneer Washington laid before the
members the fact that the street car
'compa
ny had not properly repaired
the public streets where the traetioers
i people have been making improve-
talents at Third and Kentucky, Fourth
and Broadway and Ninth and Broad-
way. At these points the board of
au-
thority to put new curves, with the
understanding that" the traction sys-
tem should put back rn first dass coo-
Olt on the brick and bitulithic streets
torn up at the intersections designat-
ed The engineer informed the board
r,f works that the company had-at
Fourth and Broadway and Third and
Kentucky put down half broken, jag-
ged-edged bricks in place of the good
ores taken out This repair work, fol-
lowing completion of the new curves
installation, s very unsatisfactory,
and the board of works directed that
the car people put the work back in
the best condition possible or stand
the consequences, as the company
pledged itself to put the brick and
bitulithic back properly when given
the authority to tear it up.
President Wilhelm, of the board, is
out of the city, thereby leaving pres-
ent at yesterday's session only Secre-
tary Taylor and Member George
Langstaf 1.
The board decided to do nothing to.
y..irds graveling the extension of Cab,-
wet: street at Thirteenth, leading
over towards .the Paducah Box and
Basket factory until the municipality
the Brookstort National bank and sev- 
is given a deed of dedcation. When
'the box factory started last year the
eral other creditors who claim Mr. bu Idings were put up on the top of
Rehkopf owes them individually a hill several hundred feet beyond
Already there is in the bankrupt Grildwell street across a hollow. The
court the business of the F. Rehkopf basket people wanted a street built
Saddlery company, as a corporation loser to their plant, and the city
The firm's creditors are forcing the graded a dirt passageway leading from
company into bankruptcy. Attorney 1Caldwell to the factory. The latter
CeicfI Reed having been named the agieed to get the municipality a deed
trustee to have charge of the corn- wherein the owners of the privatel
prcperty used for the roadway would
dedicate, free eof charge the strip of
land tci. the city. Now the basket
people want the dirt street graveled,
but the board of works decided to re-
fuse this until the ground is dedicat-
cd to the city and put under muoici-
pal control. The new street as it
now stands is a privae passageway,
and cannot be graveled at public ex-
pense.
Mr. J. H . Powell, of Henderson,
Ky., last week wrote to the board of
works asking for a copy of the regu-
lations governing signs projecting
over the public sidewalks here in this
city.
Henderson is preparing to weed out
the signs along the streets, and a let-
ter was received from Mr. Powell ac-
knowledging receipt of the copy of the
Paducah rules sent hirp.
The Louis W. Henneberger Hard-
ware Company applied to the board
for permission to put an electric sign
in front of their building On Broad-
way near Fifth streO. The boa_d di-
rected the firm to draw off a sketch,
showing the dimensions and wording
and submit this drawing to the of-
f l als, who will pass on it and grant
the application, if the city electrician
;inds the proposed sign comes up to
the regulations.
For a number of years one of the
city's street arc lights has hung in
Superintendent Kebbler of the pub- 
that County Jailer James 
Eaker
the Illinois Central railroad yards near 
In
the shops. Now the board directed filling up some low 
parts of his prop-
the railroad yards. 
;irtayfrisonon the East ooveredside ofar
Thwirithd near
lie light plant to move this are in
The city solicitor was given fur- 
lthe underground pipe that run 
beneath
the records and see if there was not 
Third
 
street and carriedcarEariel otil3ff tWheeliwtatesrid
we hicohf
thee time by the board to look into
sc7re years ago dedicaOtd to the city 
I co!lected in the hollow on the 
west
for public street purposes the ground 
side of Third at that point. 
This es-
where Seventh street would run 
tcopage prevented the water 
from
through from Jones across Norton 
draining out of the hollow, and to 
get,
tcwards Husbands street, and which 
it out, another andergiou
nd main was
ground is now used by the N'. C. 
laid from. hollow to edge of r
iver. 600
resat yard. If it was dedicated to the new piping w
as laid that Mr. Esker,
feet distant. City Engineer 
Washing-
municipality, it will be taken from 1:1a3d re"ftsdpromi et tpahey
b°a al:odrtiwonheonf 
this
& St. L. railroad as a private railto
 -
ft re built through. 
• new workrcost. It is 
now dont; and
the railroad and a public' thorough-
There was filed, and no action tak- 
ohs tan seat to Mr. Raker, but the
en, the report made to the board by 
!latter inform.; the city sol
icitor Ea
City Engineer Washineton that the 
11" no 
agreement with Engineer
ccuticil and alderimn had ordered the
ervginee! to widen the fill and cu)-
AY BY BOARD OF WORKS ON
nem
TREET EXTENSiON OVER TO
R GRAVELED—ENGINEER
WHICH TO REPORT UPON TIRE
ND CREEK AT FOURTH STREET
ENTIRE COST OF WATER-
INETEENTH STREET — DUET
en West Broadway, just beyond
Fountain avenue.
Street Inspector Elliott filed a re-
port showing the cost of the an over
the new concrete culvert in the Cross
creek hollow on Caldwell street_ The
car company pays a part ef dm fill
expense
The board ratified the contract
s vied with Contractor Wm. IVan-
bands to grad* and gravely City born
Seventeenth to Nineteenth qtreeur
Traction Company to Pay Com.
The board decided that the street
car company should pay the estate
cost of the waterways and culluitareo
he placed under Nineteenth street be-
tween Broadway and Washisigton
street. The car company is preparep.-
ins- to run its new division over
Nineteenth, and these cuiverts. etc.,
are nece.sitated, so there will be some
outlet for the water that will accumu-
late upon the surface. The board
directed the city enenneer to select the
spots where the culverts and water-
says will be placed.
There was filed the contract she
bcord let to the West Kentucky Goal
Company to fu-nish fuel to the city
1:glong plant for the next year.
Permission was given James P.
Sinth to tear U9 the present con-
c-ete sidewalk in front of his new
stable on South Third near ICentseley
aveoue and put down a 3; iot drive-
way so wagons can enter the stable.
Mr .Smith is to maintain in good
coedition for five years that oortion
of the pavement converted into a
driveway. •
Enneer W isen
more Onse in which to report how
many plans he haa received from
hr:dge beating firms taarirsg !o
ccnstruct for the city the contem-
plated new bridpre across Island cre,ete
at Fourth and Broad street-i.
To the city engineer was referred
order directing him to give the
proper reduced grade. to - the street
car company so the latter can lower
their tracks and roadbed on Jeff-
ton street, going out from Founta:n
avenue to the corporate limit,.
The city solicitor and cirty engi-
neer were directed to ootify Contrac-
tor Ed Terrell that he must repair tb.
bad places in the brick streets that
contra-tot constructed for the city on
Fifth. Fourth and Titled from-Ken-
tucky avenue to Jefferson, and in
Second from Broadway to Jefferson.
Terrell finished the work three years
ago, but • has to keep the streets in
re pa r for five fears after com-
pletion. Many bad places exist in the
thoroughfares.
Street Inspector Elliott reported hi.
had built fences along deep gulleys
in Worten's addition, and alco 
on
West Tennessee treet.
A driveway was the first 
of this
year put across, the concrete p
ave-
ment in front of Fisher and 
Far'ev s
veterinarian hospital on South Wird
near Adams street. The veterinarian*
afterwards moved the door and were
g;ven permission to put down 
a new
driveway crossing the pavement 
into
tie door at it, new locati.-:1, 
with the
understanding they,would tear up the
ether driveway and rebuild a 
regular
concrete walk there. They 
promised,
hut have never taken out 
the old
driveway. and now the board is
semd
rigid orders that this must 
he done
at once.
The city has all along 
contended
Washi gton to bear any of the ex
-
poise. It is probable suit will
 ba
heonght to compel Eliker to Ply hilt




ENTIRE CITY TO BE LIGHTED DEATH IA A 11116
BY LAST OF THE WEEK
SUPERINTENDENT KEBBLER WILL TODAY PUT HIS MEN TO
WORK UNLOADING THE CARLOAD OF NEW APPARTUS
WHICH ARRIVED YESTERDAY FROM THE EASTERN FAC
TORY—HALF THE CITY LIGHTS WILL BE OUT TONIGHT,
BUT THE SUPERINTENDENT HOPES TO HAVE ALL OF
THE 200 BURNING BRIGHTLY BY TOMORROW OR SATUR-
DAY EVENING.
Tonight or tomorrow an expert
electrician will arrive from Cincin-
nati to install the new machinery at
the city's electric light powerhouse on
Madison between Ninth and Tenth
streets, as the outat arrived yester-
day from Massachusetts by way of
the N. C 81 St L. railroad. The
Western headquarters for the Gen-
eral Electric company is at Cincin-
nati, and pursuant to orders from
the board of noblie works, Superin-
tendent Kebbler of the finhting plint
yesterday wired to the Queen City
for the electrical neoole to immediate-
ly snd thier evaert. as the new an-
paratus had iorrive#1 aot the electric
People Promised to diapatah their man
here as soon at ona,:to. 11 4. he
on the way now. hut Snnerintendent
Kelabler vest...flay annonnced he
would today have the ontfit unloaded
from the frehebt car and start his
men to ptutiran it in nosition right
sway. If the Cincinnati man
arrives tonight he can help super-
vise the work amt install it. otherwise
Kebbler's men will continue at
deb.
The N. C & St. L. yesterday had
the car switch."' to the Tllinnis Cen-
tral tracks beaia• the nowerhottse on
asa'aaNeate and this morning work of
unloading it will 'be started.
Inside the ear there are two dyna-
moes and a'in of t$.• nrec that are to
be hung at the different street cor-
ners The new switch board, and
also the brick foundation, is com-
pleted for the two new dynomoes,
anal it will not take many hours to get
the machines placed in proper posi-
dos.
Today the cooreintendent will start
his men to taking down the old arcs
and putting up the new ones. Mr.
Kebbler believes he can hang half of
the new arcs today. and tomorrow
erect the remaining half that will dis-
place the balance of the old-patterned
arc: fly tomorrow evening the new
machines will he installed also. and
Mr. Kebbler will try to turn on all
ila. new lights by Friday night, and
1: this is not possible. he is sure of
BRIBERY IS CHARGED IN
ed —From the Arabian
Walker, Mo., Nov. 14.—Three rob-
bers hers early today escaped wait
the contents of the safe of The Bank
of Walker. Thn. amount sectired ic
oot known. The safe and front por-
tion of the bank building were wreck-
ed by the explosion of a heavy eharee
Pr dynamite.
accomplishing it by Saturday night.
For the past few nights the adech-
anicsburg and Rowlandtown circuits
of street corner lights have not been
burning, on account of the burning
out of one of the dynamos which furn-
ishes current for these circits Rather
than repair -the old burned-out dyna-
mo Superintendent Kebbler has left
these lights out, awaiting arrival of
the new machinery which displaces
all the old dynamos. •
As about half of the new arcs to be
put up toda), just that many will not
burn tonight because the electricity
suppli:d them will come Irons the new
machinery, which will not be up until
tomorrow evening. Tomorrow the
other half of the ne%* nes goes op,
and if the fresh dynamos are in run-
ning order by then, the current will
be tarried on for all lights, the 163
old and 35 new ones.
When the city bought the new
equipment from the General Electric
company it was with the understand-
ing that the City of Paducah shntild
pay the supply firm one-third of the
total purchase price on receiving the
apparatus, one-third in thirty days.
and the remaining third in sixty days.
Yesterday the officials made the first
payment of $3,110313.25 through the
bank, while a sum enual to this will
be paid in one month, and the remain-
ing sum of the same amount in two
months.
It is not absolutely necessary for
the Cinein, •ti expert to he nresent at
the installation, as the Paducah elec-
tricians are as good as any the coun-
try over, and can do the work with as
much ease and accurateness When
the Cincinnati petiole sold Thicluaah
the outfit the comnanv said they
would send their man, it being their
rolicy to install their sales, there-
fore the firm was wired yesterday
that the outfit had come in. Ti he
comes tonight he will get here be-
fore work of installation is completed.
lint if he does not net here until to-
morrow eveninse things in this line
will be abut done. He can then in-
spect it to seeif it suits his factory.
GIRLS. SPANKED
STANDARD OIL CASE, IN HOTEL
1 — -
Football Rooters Administer "First
Degree" to Jolly Minnesota
Coeds.
---
Chicago, Nov. Lt.----Tii wilikst.
noisiest celebration of a football
game ever seen in Chicago shook the
downtown hotels Saturday night.
Hats were smashed and furniture
was broken as usual, and in addition
one party of Minnesota girls were
spanked. aa enthusiastic party of
young men taking the girls acroas
their knees for the purpose in the Iola-
by of the Great Noorthern hotel.
Early in the evening twenty Min-
fiesaita rooters took poossession of
the Great Northern lobby, dining
rooms and crridors. They marched
upstairs and down. singing and shout-
big. Encountering another party of
boys and girls from Minnesota, the
hader of one. side shouted "Let's ini-
tiate the girls!" and added, "Girls, it
ins been decided that each of yon
spanked."
j Then he seized a girl, carefully bat
firmly placed her across his knee, and
gave her a rousing apana. then anoth-
er and a third.
By this time each boy had a girl
across his knees and atnid laughter.
shrieks and screams from the girls
"Secures aiasoo After Locking Deposit- and the uproar from the crathered
on in Vault. guests. the first degree was given.
Tl•ea •'•e • al- t'ie e
Newton. Kan.. Nov. 11.---The Mid and in many instances administered e
land bank elf Newton was held up *hearty return for the initiation flier
ties afternoon by a lone bandit and had themselves received.
r. -INA Of $1.00n in currency. The rob- 1st the 'Annex hats were smashed
her Nvas tall, <Tight. of light complex- and guests ware driven from the
ion and about 28 years of age. He lobby by the pranks of the rooters
presented a letter to Herman Soder-
tear., the cashier, -stating wise 'he was
sad what he wanted, also advising the
larks and bystanders that they would
die together should any efloat be
iloole to detain him.
Six or seven persons - were 'in the
'bank and all were o-rdered hit,. the
Nov.N:ttll and locked in.  14.—The snit of
The robber then sec-arca what cm- - Joseph 'peer against the city for ato.-
reney was km sight and escaped. Tlie coo damages for false arrest was dis-
liank• loss aa fully envoi ed by foster- missed on peremptory instrnctions in
Judge O'Dotigherty's court yesterday.
Tpser was -a huckster, who was ar-
Blow up Missouri Bank. rested for alleged violation of the act
of loos' regulating hucksters selling
et the market.
The act prescribed certain Inca-.
tions which coald only he used by
farmers and gardeners selling their
own proodateta. The plaintiff, who not
only sold products bought but not
grown by 'him, invaded this territory
and was arrested. :Judge O'Dougher-
He gives dOtable Who gives ty had formerly decided in passing on
a demurrer, that the act was in partial
conflict with the act of /194 governing
the selling in the market. and that it
was therefore insofar void. On hear-
ing further argument, however, yes-
terday he decided that the act ia valid
and not aontradictory, and eemseie
quently gave peremptory instrtictiens
'or the city
attmbers of Turv Which Maud Fin-
dlay Trial Are Before the
Grand Jury.
Findlay. 0.. Nov. 14.—Charges of
alleged attempted bribery of a mem-
ler or members of the petit jury
v hich sat in the probate court here in
September during the prosecution of
the Standard Oil case, are being pres-
aed at an adjourned session of the
grand jury, which was convened to:
day. All of the members of the jury
who at in the trial of the case in
astach a verdict was rendered finding
the Standard Oil Company guilty of
-alleged violation of the Valentine anti
trust law have been summoned, and
several of them were interrogated ba•
the grand jury this afternoon. The
remaining members of the panel will.
be heard tomorrow.
While the utmost secrecy is main-
toned. Prosecutor David, who con-
ducted the prosecution of the Stand-
ard Oil case, is directing the genial
jury 'nvestigation, and stated this af-
te•noon that all rumors in connec-
tion -with the alleged attempted brib-
-cry would be gone into thoroughly.
ROBS A BANK IN DAYLIGHT
DECIDES HUCKSTER
LAW IS VALID
SCRANTON YOUNG MAN DROPS
DEAD AFTER HUGGING
HIS SWEETHEART.
Girl is Arrested For Murder, But
Proved She Was Innoaent—
No:die in Her Dress.
Scranton, l'a., Nov. 14.—Tonight,
atter a day spent 'in investigating the
death of Thomas Dougherty of Dun-
noire, who was !tiled by being pierced
in the heart by a long needle, the
local police and County Detective
Phillips decided to wahdraw th- war-
rant that had been issued for the ar-
rest of Katie Burke, the girl who was
auto' Oct! Oi having caused Dougher
ty'a death.
'1 he antliorities are of the onitaoa
that the gi-1 is innocent of murderous
irtent. She says that she had been
I trend:lig her brothel's clothing with
la long needle used in mending miners'
heavy outer clothing and that on go-
ing downtown in the evening she
stuck the needle in the boson, of her
dress. Dougherty, who had been her
sweetheart, hailed her and asked her
to take a walk with him.
He attempted to embrace her and
the point of the needle that was in her
dress caught in bs vest while the
"eye" or blunt end rested against her
corset. In the embract the needle
was forced into his body through tile
fifth rib and into the cavity between
the pericardium and the heart. Hem-
orrhages resulted which calic,.(1 leath
Gently comes the word to those
that are cast in gentle ruold. —Tenny-
OWL
He lias enough to do who holds the
handle of the frying man —From the
French, a fa
LOBBY
Louisville Judge Declares Only Partn-
ers Raieina Crania Can Sell
in Haymarket.
Mayfield Story.
Mr Ed Emery, son of Tom Em-
ery and a nephew of Elbert Emery
has found some wonderful freaks on
Niceil's creek, north of the city, near
Boaz. One of these was a rock, ex-
actly the size and like a hog's foot.
This boy has found several rocks in
that creek that have astounded the
whole comrminity He is a very
peculiar boy and during this past
summer -he emu-bided to keep an aza
count of the number of snakes a-
killed, which was 45. If any one can
beat this boy as a snake killer let him
so Mayfield Me.senger.




Indulged in by Cuban Rebels and Er
couraged by Generals.
Washington. D. C., No. i4.—Some
of the Cuban generals. alto have bee:'
assisting the Americans in the 'ALA.:
to disarm and sena to the
insurreetionists in rite late revolution-
ary movement, appeared to have dig-
nified and legalized the crime of hors •
stealing in the most ingenious man-
lier. according to reports that has.-
reached the war department. When
the rebel soldiers aurrenderea thei-
arma. they were told that t tilig'.,
keep their horses until •aea coat!
'reach their homes. Now ateae horses
!had to be stolen most", and Oa in-
dividual euldier was toal that ba:
return the horse to its •iVirner if the
latter could show that thi• latter was
registered according to the. Cub.,
law Each of the soldiers wa- trivet
a certificate describing the hot- and
the conditions under which • nuela
he returned to the real coi!•,
1 Two facts made this reclamation
'well-nieh impossible in most cases.
In the first place. only a small pro-
portion of the horses in Cuba were
I registered. so that no matter how
ithoroughly a farmer could identify his
own horse in the possession of one
of these rebels, he could not °Maio
rossession of the animal for lack of
registration certificate. In the second
place, the disbanded rebels before re-
titrairay to their homes took care. to
exchange horses, so that aa animal
stolen from cantiago would not be re-
turned ton that province. hut would
find a home in Pinar Del Rio.
This state of affairs was made
worse, according to the report, by the
action of some Cuban generals act-
oallv certificates in blank to
the disbanded soldiers, so that it w-u.
possible for them to continue indef-
initely to steal horses, all that was
necessary for them to do being to
pick nut a likely horse, make sure
that, it was not reeistered, fill in tl e
blank certificate with the description
of the animal and defy the °varier to
reclaim it. It is only fair to state that
the insurgent generals deny indignant-
ly that they have given away any of
these blank certificates. but the fact ia
stated in the report that such rertif-
ica ec have actually been famed in the
hands of disbanded soldiers
CHOKED BY STEAK; 'ARRESTED
--
Man Found Unconscious Taken to
Statiou • as Drunk Suspect.
St. Louis, Mo., Mov. 14.—An un-
conscious man who later gave his
name zug A. J. Ryan. aged 5r, was
found lying in Franklin street today
by a policeman who took him into
custody on the -imposition that the
tam was drunk. As Ryan's face eon-
tainued f.0'become more and more
purple in color he w'as taken to the
city hospital. where alter an inYesti-,
gation a piece of beefeenk was .1;a-









On Friday Next, Commencing at 9 o'clock5 we will offer
this 9x14 double Roasting Pan completc for NINETEEN
CENTS. One pan only to a customer. While we have
4 quite a numbe of these, still we advise you to come
I early and get one before they are all gone.
Salesrooms 1 12-114-'16 North Fourth Street.
MODELED AFT E i '
BOONESMOUC I FORT
Commissioners Discuss Plana For
Kentucky Building aia Jaen-
town Ilaustoeiticei.
Louisville, Nov_ 14.—In response ti
a call by Col. Stoddard Johnston,
president, the Kentucky Janiestowii
Exposition commission met thii
morning at the Cominen .d club. The
(*ice: of the meeting * $ to arouie
intervat in the Virginia e, position and
to secure for Kentucky Cie represcn
ration the state 'hovel have. The
- neamisaion hop, - i., s." -we for the
'Jamestown affair a fall exhibit of
,Kentneary'i product-. ael work wilt
;be beann at once to tha; end.
lt It wa. 'deckled • tl• meeting to
faiodel the Kent •• ' lasilding afte-
!Boone'. fort in , rv detail. This
airm of I. -0 '• will yaa prove ex-
ettisiia ;#irt . .9 be a relief. from
the . itectui. -"verity of the stir
Ifoto- • .¢c T' . hotem will be deand c • -tructed here and wit
' • -a'aped ' • Jameatov •• ti he lito- l
It is not • liown whs the buildiea
nd othe- isork coma •ted with the
,•xpo•itinn aill cost, lust the emu.
linis-ion a ill begin at anee to soliciti t ontrila•iam- from 311 who are con-
leerned with the progres of Kentucky
'There is.- a eo-eing lui^a among the
aoernhert of tae env nission that
,Kentucky will be rep-asentea b) .1
,building and exhibits v'tieh will he a
credit to the state.
The following app# tments were
made: Col. J. B. Atkin- #n, vice Preai
dent of the commiasioi and director
of finance; Col. Charlt E. Hoge. of
Frankfort. state hulk iig director:
Col. M. If Crump. director of for-
estry: Judge W. M. Benton. of Win-
clieater, director of manufactures. and
Judwe William Lindsay. director # f
historical exhibit for state building.
Prof. C. J. Norwood. state eeolo•
gist, and the Hon. Hubert Vreelanc!,
commissioner of Agriculture, were ap-
pointed director of mineral exhibits
and dirctor of agriculture respectively.
The members of the commission
were entertained at luncheon by the
commercial club. After luncheon the
commission 'held a short session st







Diseases. Dr. J. W
Pendley, 311 B'w'y
GIRL REUNITES HER PARENTS
Induces Divorced Couple to Remarry
After Long Separation,
New Castle, Pa., Nov. m4.—After alt
inttrval of twenty-five years Mr., and
Mrs. Adam Ketzell, formerly of th's
city. are now here spending their
s e d honeymoon at the home of his
mother. Mrs. Christopher Ketzell of
Denvet• avenue. After they were
aivorced 24 years ago their daught-
er. alliss Krtzell. toyed 22, fin-







Edison and Victor Phonegrages
and a General Supply of mosic
on hand. If you want to buy.
it will pay you to call and see
our stock.
Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody
WARREN & WARREN 411 Broadway
 111111116.aagii/alaraaggoWa.
. ' .: cxerri‘4.- tbc grrat&t,
----ent-- tn t-elecung Dur.. cut giurs
.. emus ittently our tlisrliiy- is of the
c
,•••ile - t.' ,:ttlard. ' We aim to combine
, . tect:4 41 in color; ',Tali:art finish; artis-
tic amid exeltisia•e designs.
Our prescrt Stock 0112/30t he excelled.
&Wolff
• fWedding and Holiday Gifts
Jeweler
fWEINW
• WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the house; you pay for it as 70s
pay rent. Vacant lots In all parts of the city. Nice Iota os
proposed air 'naiades en Broad to oaks depot sod on Also
straits from $go to $iso each. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap. Trio is the highest ground in the city. Property ia
a.nvancing rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
•
L hard D. Sanders. Pres. and Mgr. Phone 765,
Cleveland. They were remarried
there and have arrived here to visit
many relatives.
After. the quarrel and divorce Mrs.
faetaell struck out for herself and was
in charge of the suit department of
a large department store in San Fran-
cisco at the time of the earthquake.
She barely ascaped with her life is
that disaster and returend to relatives
in Cleveland broken in health.
There she sufered a nervous col-
lapse. Miss Edith Ketzell told, her
father of her mother's condition and
the wife's sufferings rekindled the
love that had united them a quarter ni
a century ago.'
They were married and dr* dm%
e.• acted as the maid of honor, She
lao, lived here since the, separation and-
I ssas bookkeeper in the office of the
'New retitle Herald.
"Hes a popular man," said the o
strver of politics, "but he never seems
to be lucky." "N'o," answered
ator Sorghum, "he is one of the
pie who always have our admirati
before election and our sympathies af-
ter."—Wasbington Star.
—Who was that int-I you bowed
to?" "My husband." "01.1-1—er—I
humbly apologize.__—" "Never mind
I'm not angry; but what a keen ob-














































































































W OH YIN° WriekE DID Yu() BU„THE CHURCH PROBLEM IN.
SAN FRANCISCO
NEARLY ONE HUNDRED CHUR CHES DESTROYED IN THE
CITY BY EARfHQUAKE AN D FIRE—PRINCIPLE OF FED-
ERATION TO BE TES1ED.
Difficulties and delay are 'Mend-
ing the rebuilding of churches in
San Franci-c .. and the situation thut
created suggests to The Christian
• Work and Evangelist (non-sectarian,
v New York ) sn ,pportunity t n test
• actual application the principle
a church federation. The recon•
istruction of the churches lags, ws
are told, not because of indifference
or the part of the people, but be-
cause the means are not at corn-
mind. Says the paper named above:
It wi•tild seen: as if church fed
Station wris.ht have sne-,etsi,,v to ,av
here. At !east it would seem too be
tteyirahle that the princinles of
chitreh eo-oi•v Ind e h 4 r e li federation.
*which hay- het.- eareftilly tatieht and
to a good degree tested during the
- past ten or Afteen years, should be
brought to hear in San Francisco at
least in the interest of economy of re-
Sources, "0 ii.,v chnrch heir, built
in +Inv hut strategic points, no money
being wasted by the crowding of
cis ri•-••,, imc :•• 1•••• r•;.••••• Section Pub-
ballast lists show that nearly a hun-
dred ss.,--i- hoildingq were destroyed
by earthquake or are. Many of these
'viper • eyr.".4;•••••116 remitiv. anti it is
probable that the more experiaive ores
%erre 6r6̂ ••• Or leis rosliaaeti in err-
ta;•• •Us•-"•• If now a church fod-
erasion coold he formed or it it id-
tardy exists, as is quite posdhle. if
Its lesilin- me—hers eleftwo from ev-
ery deatornisstiots. could canvass the
ve, , • ...A ....A •••••••tirmiliff that ii.
meats ex.,...,‘„,i,.. r,,,„0.6es sense that
call forecast the rosahaste 
.6,-,.....,,,,,
oi nodadatlon htseing the next few
er.6.1A mart- the sites witcre
jo..,,-ht• ...Ante4 he most needed. ma'
nor 5 igeor. ..1 Iv ••••• •••% 1.01•••••• •I'.
might he egehtseehee• at the enininstin1
of evwervse anti with the twavirri of
effrstivenein . . .
sao..„4.0.ty th•re n.•••• wag hearty....
and it is to he li, ,ed that there will
6 lb,
+ + • + • • * + • • + + + + + + +
•
• BOBBY'S ESSAYS. •
+ Witham P. Kirk in Masco Ex- +
smissr.
• •
+ + + + + • • • • • + • + • + + •
Doctors.
• Doctors us the men that keeps us
• from gitting sick when we are well
and keep, us from gitting well when
we are sick. doctors bs of a (two)
N binds Regular doctors & horse doc-
Nol tors.the first doctor was Adam's eon
Cain he was talking to his brother
'Abel & Abel led Cain was a joak.
Vary well. sed Cain, I will give you
your medians & be hit Abel with
* oak club & Able breethed no /mar
i think horse doctors are better
than regular doctors. bekaus last week
any hunt Mary had the fever & our
horse had the colick. & pa got a
angular doctor for Aunt Mary & a




Nary died & the horse 
got wet ,_ inrird producks are Mostly lords
I had a doctor when i had the !mett-
les he cairn and sed Well, my lit-
tle man, stick out youse tout* &
when i stuck out my toung he red
What seems to be the matter with
you? & i said I have the meesles, so
the doctor turned around to Pa & sed
teer ma. he has the meales. i will give
'Om s•ATIle meesle medicin, as dollars,
please. he left me some medisin &•
7 didn't take it so I rot well
there are ston things a doctor cant , the greatest man in england was
1 Mr. Shakespw. cr. he was a writer wh,,cure. 
naimly Leprosy, Constmsahlm. i
broaken harts & other diseases. wroote moastly plays like Romeo &My Ma had a doctor for a broak- Juliet Romeo was making !try to Ja-
en hart first week Pa cairn Imam Het & he used to stand under herwithont his week' mutiny & Ma sed
My hart is braking, send for the dot- poi:I. II a say She 
is My Lad'y. She Atlanta. Ga Nov. 14 —Mrs. J. N.
My Loy, but she sed You will have ,Camp. the wife of a farmer, livingtor, & when the doctor cairn & Ma " mto ask Pa. Alen how much Life about a mile beyond the western city'old him about Pas munny being gorte undsvra. nce have you got?
he said Deer me, you doant want to e I (Truant carry any 
& Romeo limits, was bound with a leather strap
A c e the doctor. you want to see the the sed Farewell to Thee & he killed today
Insurance, so and assaulted by a negro in her home
cadtier. ,hisaelf.
I cant think of any most. about doc- " 
The negro escaped and an .armed
1 i kno about sum other countriee party, which has been searching ft:e-
ters wich i will tell voe laiter ihim during the morning, his not yet
PREDICTS WAR BETWEEN 
;located him. Mrs. Camp wa. found
tt 1 some time 
after the assault in the
editors is the men that reed. ev- TRUSTS AND PEOPLE 'Tarsi of her home by two men pass-erything In the papers, maga:tens etc
& tells the printers what to print Rich
45
not soon again be, so large and so
notable an opportunity for putting to
a test those principles of federation
which have been so much admired
and so widely taught, as a matter of
theory, within recent years. Hap-
uily there has been time enough and
experience enough to reduce these
principls to practicable form, and to
raise up a body of experts in their ex-
ecution. The national federatiol
might very properly lend a helpinc
I ii here tit California herself,
and in especial the noir ereity at
rkeley, can furnish the competent
leader if the good folk of San Fran-
ciaco are ist!!ing fol: ”
Two obstacles, it appears, stand in
the way of so ideal a plant but neither
of these appears to The Christian
Work and Evangelist as fatal. We
read•
"In the first place, though churches
were swept away, the land they stood
on °remains; it is the property of the
churches, and the most natural ‘tte
for rebuilding. This should not prove
a serious obstacle, for land can be
sold or exchanged, even under exist-
ing circumstances. in San Francisco,
and perhaps the more readily because
ef existing circumstances. . . .
"Far more serious, apparently, is
the denominational question. Ere"f
denomination desires to be represent-
ed in every locality It is fast here
that the orioeinlea of federation, and
the induence for some years past of
the federation idea. ought to be po-
tent."
We learn front The Sacred Heart
review thst the Romew Catholi:•s
have erected temnorarv structures on
the old sites of their chorchei and
schools. 'These structures, says the
n a 614. &yin. ire irievnewsive and
teennorarv "l'ee t144. of the trocertaintv
as to where the residence centers of
nonntattnn will he in the new San
F's ncisco."
sed "21"
then when a dident go he called a
office hov & tied Show this gentleman
the elevator
when I grow up I wud like to be a
editor so can mask a pipe & say
"21 •
England.
England is a grate country that is
bounded by the mho,' but enemas,
171.44
se
TO BE INS TALLED IN KEN-
TUCKY STATE PENI-
TENTIARY.
Franktort, Ky., Noy, 14—The
state prison commission last night
closed a contract with Joseph Mc-
Williams & Co. of Loouisville to in-
stall an electric power plant within
the walls of the state penitentiary
here, large enough to operate all de-
partments of the institution. The
price to be paid will be $14.2oo and
the work of installing the plant is to.
begin immediately. It will be com-




Will Frame Measure for the Consid-
eration of Congress.
ARE REPUBLICANS. OVER RE-
SULT IN NEW YORK
STATE.
Riesident Was Not "De-lighted" by
I Result—Believes He Couid Have
Saved the Ticket.
Washington, D. C. Nov. 14.—The
New York Republicans are worried.
exceedingly over the result of the
election last week. They find that the
displacement of Odell, who was an
expert as an organizatioa leader, and
the substitution in his place of Wood-
ruff of Brooklyn was a serious mis-
take. Odell was the only state chair-
man that could cut down the Demo-
cratic vote iii Greater New York am:
increase the Republican vote up the
state. Woodruff has failed to do eith-
Washington, Nov. 14—Committees e.r: and even. the New York Sun,
representing the American Bankers. which was a violent anti-Odell bowl-
association and the New York (-ham- er, is squealing. In the Sun today
is a two-column special from its staffbee of Commerce met in this city to
endeavor to frame a measure for the correspondent at Albany, N. Y. Now
just whe this staff correspondent isconsideration of congress looking to
no one .knows, and the general beliefthe giving of authority to banks to
is that it is one of the editors of theissue emergency circulation in cases
Sun, and consequently written in theof financial stringency, for the a
home office. The New York Sun haspointment by the president, with the
approval of the senate, of a commis- a habit as all the New York awl
mon of seven members, of which the Eastern papers have, of writing a
comptroller of the currency shall tvt i"special" in its home office and giving
One. it a date line in a town or place where
The plan outlined by the American the emergency exists.
bankers at their convention in St. Now since the election, and, in
Louis and that subsequently present- fact, for a week or so before, those
ed by the executive committee of the on the inside here in Washington
New York Chamber of Commerce know that the president and leading
are not entirely different in character R nnhhe-”s w-6-6 "(raid of "New
sad it believed that they can be Yo
harmonized to an extent that a pow- up
caul recommendation for remedial insi
banking legislation can be made to
cosgress at the approaching session.
These plans provide in a general
W$7 same control over the banking
laws as is exercised by the interstate
commission over transportation laws.
It would be nonpartisan, two of the
members being appointed for four
years. two for eight and two for
twelve years, bat without being per-
mitted to succeed themselves. The
commission would be charged with
the duty of considering all applies-
tions of banks for emergency circula-
tion and would decide the necessity,
the percentage of the circulation com-
pared with capital stock to be allowed
in order to meet the emergency, and
when the circulation should be called
in. Three per cent has been suggest-
ed as the proper rate for such circu-
lation
that cunt river -beer & rnarry Ameri-
can girls.
the king of england is called Ed die
ylb, be is a just & grate ruler that
used to he prior.of Vs'aile hut not any
more, when he was Prince of Waifs
he was a inlIv dog and had So suits of
close used to bet on the horses. but
now he is a King & sets on his throne
all day & his pants gft baggy from
setting down so he has to have too









lie and iiisjtrotier nave Large New Xeck )
518 BROADWAY
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THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H °NEST
PAWN BROK ER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANInD ON
ALL VALUABLES.
I • COHEN
la• IIIOUT I MOM "ME
" The president was so "scared dittlitatssatstozroscrualstossmossussunstamors....
r the conditions there that he
d he. and he alone, would
save e state, and therefore he should 
INSUREgo tibere and apeak. His friends in
the tabinet remonstrated with h:m,
ard be finally compromised by send-
ing Secretary Root to represent him.
This is all given out in details by the
Son. The hest advisers of the presi-
dent told him that as the case stood
only bons for Hughes wail in Demo-
cratic voters, and if these were offend-
ed and a nartisan tnrn was given to
the campaign all was lost.
The neesident at first did not heed
'Ilia advice hut the renresentatirrns
of his friend, were so strong that he
(-II th.:r •;•66,1 1”el he
and Root sot nu the *nee++ that was
fired off at Utica. the home of Mr.
Root That the aneech of Root had
no effect ittira or elsewhere the
election returns show.
I That the nrewident was "'delighted"or even satisfied with the ?vault in
owns lots of reel estate so it is sed the PUPILS CONVICT A "FAGIN" New York. as given ont. is not true.
SIIII never sets on English taritory or . r6nod anehority could be quoted to
the enalish people are a grate race, 
Man That Taught Them to Steal is TM contrary. hitt it is not necessaryon the entlish flag.
Arrested. The presietent believes that had he
the wimmen are butiful & graceful &
the men are very polite, thay always New York Nov. 14—Accused of ww,,e,„hea Frin+e, would have been
say My Word Old Chap & tiny kno teaching boys of tender age to become
jest what to ware when thay taik pickpockets, Harry Sten was con-
thare wives; out nites My pa knows rusted in special sessions court and
what to oware too but he owes the was remanded for sentence The prin
tailor so much that he doesent always cipal witness against him was Hyman
yrore it. IGrossman, is years old, who said he
the principal city of england is was one of too boys who had been
called London it is a grate city & the taught by Stein.
I Grossman said dummies were rig-
ged up in Stein's rooms and that the
boys had to dioilay their skill on
thtse figures before they were per-
mitted to go into the streets to work.
1 He said be and Stem had made the
dry goods district their field. Stein
would reward him with TO cents for




editors is different front doctors,
bekaue doctors lern 'here trade in
shoot & the editors sttrt at the bot-
toorn & work- up inch by inch as the
tong yeer: go by.
editors is moistly very nice men
but they never have much time to
talk except to the oaner of the paper.
if a reporter cums in & shows a edi-
tor a story, the editor jest grunts &
SW Bello G000dby. If s poet calms
in with a poem the editor lent says
Goodly.
My Pa wrote a poem once & went
to show it to a editor & took me
with hint theeditor was amosking
a pipe & dident look up fir Pa sed Par-
Won me i have wrote a poem the edi-
tor sed If you have wrote a poem I
can't pardon you, but my Pa wasent
feared of him & sed I will read it &
be red!
I stood at Eve when the sun went
down
neer a graiv where a woman lies
wit+ lured mint soils to the'depth of
aln
bier* stye them pies!
the editor looked at Pa a minuet &
est Woman Prophesies That
When Full Realization of Evils
Comes Blood Will Flow.
; Roston. Mass.. Noov. t 4—Mrs.
sHetty Green, the richest woman in
the United States, would hardly be ?It•
faceted to be a trust buster Yet Ml,'..
Green is against the trusts. 9he
thinks them as iniquitous as lawyers.
And when Mrs. Green says trusts are
,as bad as lawyers 1 is the limit of
her nd
"There is going to be a revolution
i in this country," said Mrs Green.
r'The people are going to revolt
against the oppresaions of the trusts.
There will be a deluge and these
streets will run with blood.
; "The people are gradually finding
out about the trusts When they real-
ize fully bow they are mining the
chances of the people there will he
an ontbreali."
,ing by Her home is about three
quarters of a mile from the nearest




Seven-Year-Old Daughter of Indiana
Farmer is ot in Temple.
Columbus, Ind., Nov 14—Myrtle,
the seven-year-olddaughter f Wil-
liam Neal, who resides near this,city,
was shot and killed late this afternoon
near her home by an unknown hunt-
er The little one had gone to the
rural free delivery box, which is a
quarter of a mile from the residence,
to set if there was any mail and was
shot in the left temple
unters have been scouring this
neighborhood since the season opened,
and all day the discharge of the guns
have been heard. The identity of the
hooter has not been learned
elected by mance and the entire state
ResuiMican tictret would have gone
through, and he left for Panama firm-
Is ro.th,t oninion Mot a tingle mem
her of the 'cabinet who dares to speak
agrees with the president. and all
,are of the opinion that under all the
conditions the hest course so far as
Ste administration "4.414 AC MINIM at
was mimed
The rst natarranh of the Sun's re-
markable "soca-ill" is as follows!
'That the Republicans were very
wreaths 'terrorised at the revolt on elec-
tion day reneraily admitted With-
lip ewe) years Roo•evelt's plurality of
• tod.00rt and Higarittas plurality of So-
laro have been entirely obliterated. forI
the reason that all the Republicans
conversant with the situation do not
hesitate to admit eta! Mr. Morites
was clearly elected by Democratic
votes Just how it cornea about that
President Roosevelt's tremendous Mo-
rality, by which Higgins was pulled
into the governor's chair. has been
wired out has occasioned much com-
ment The Republicans; who spoke
about this matter today said that
this feature of the aitur:on thonld
came deep concern. became this is
he preeteent's own :tate"
ILLINOIS CENiRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
St Louis, Isto.—Deep -watr:r Ja-
y. vs- on Dates of salc, Nov 3 and
14. cc6; limit. Nov. tR. o»6 12 until
trip rate, $7.31.
Mexico City, Mex.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nov. 22 TO 28, 1906, inclusive; return
limit 6o days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at points
as are authorized on winter tourist
tickets. Round trip rate /so
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip-
pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. ,11
to ii, too6, inclusive; return Fruit
Nov. di, igo6. By depositing ticket
and paying fee of $t an extension may
be had to Dec. ta, too& Round trip
rate $14.80.
Air baths for Rheu-
matism, Gout Nicotine,
idoohol Poison and
' Cooking stoves are little used in 
ll gai great wealth Blood Diseaaes. Dr
Scottish Front the Dutch.
Smans . bring
over an open grate fire 





Atlanta Woman Bound With Strap
and Assaulted—Was Alone
in Home.
vette to New York and made several
housewives are not easily Induced to










SUPER:OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FlEIGHT. MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.




Office in l'aidiicah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience el our patrons and the citizens of Paducah. INbaps placed copies of the directories of the cities named hdow in ths•111111.-lug essiater office at sas *roadway, where the public is invited tsSOwhen desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
TIIF SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 IIIIIMMIRS
OWN-SIXTH OF THE POPU LATION OF THE
STATES.


































































cah, Kr.. as second clam mail
Oat 'fear
Si. Months 





At Register Building, en Broadway
JAMBS E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
ot names, w't' their ages, respee'vels expose for sale, offer for sale, or have
"rtlealebor inspector shill have the in possession for the purpose of 
biersd
E-.NRNi.,,,,,,,, to demand a certificate of tering, or sellinf, any wild tusiqey ,
phystcal fitness from the city or pheasants, grouse, partridge or quail,
: s 
.
county physician in the case of child- waich have been killed in this state.'' 
.
ren whom he deems physically unable
to perform the labor at which they •
of th's act are hereby repealed.
Approved March 17th, toa6.
Entered at the Postoffice of Paadu- At least two magazines,
 The Cos-
matter mopolitan and The Woman's Home
  Companion., have begun a crusade
against the employment of children
's• under 16 years of age, and the move-
  La5.
ment is arousing widespread com-ate
A,)iltyoue failing to receive this paper'
regtdarty shoia , report ine matter O agitated for thirty years, and on Oc-
IIfilt Register Office at once. Tele
phone Cumberland pit
Even the interstate commerce butts,
mto game. Because of strict enforce-
may be employed and shall have the
ment of law governing railroad rates
IA WC!' to prohibit the employment of
411y child that can not obtain such ei end concessions, hunters who desire THE NEGRO' MUST LEARN TO
ortificate. cut rates for parties this year be RESPECT THE LAW
lk •
disappointed. It has for many yiara
Section Q. All laws and parts of been the custom of the railways to
laws in conflict with the provisions Must Adjust Himself to Inflexible
Conditions or Go, Says
Heyward.
MUST RULE
Thursday Morning, November ts, tgo6
Child Labor.
The meeting of the Child Labor
Federation in Louisville, Dec. to to ts
is of especial interest just now as the
question is attracting the attention
esf newspaper, and periodicals of the
country.
The Child Labor Federation is not
strictly speaking an "Organized La-
bor move," as the Federation welcom-
es all who are interested in the sub-
.
The natrional secretary, Owen R.
Lovejoy, will of course attend the
Louisville meeting, and delegates and
many other- irom Paducah will be
preeent.
It is asserted that the state law is
being violated in this city, and that
the matter will be thoroughly inves-
tigated in the near future.
As 'comparatively few people are
fan-aliar with the law, portions of it is
quoted herewith'
CHAPTER sa.
He it enacted by the General As-
s• ,nbly of the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky:
Section i No child under sixteen
years of age, employed in any manu-
facturing establishment, mine, mill or
workshop in this commonwealth, shall
be required. permitted or sufferad to,
work therein more than sixty hours
in any one week, nor mord:JON ten
hours in any one day, unlais for the
pm-pose of making 1 shorter vialek day
on any one day of the week, and On
no case shall any child under six-
teer (16) years of age work in =anti.
facturing estabfishment. mine, mill or
workstep after seven o'clock in the
eaening or before six o'clock in the
morning of any day. and everp p aeon
Frin, copropation or company cm-if:l-
ing any child uncle( sixteen (16) year.
of age in any manufacturing establish -
runt, mine, mill or workshop shill
post,, and keep posted. in a conspic-
low place in the office, a printed no-
tice. stating the number of hours of
labor per day required of such persons.'
for each day of the week, and the num
her of hours of labor exacted or per-
mitted to be performed by such per-
sons shall not exceed the number of
. hours of labor so posted as being re-
(pared. The time of beginning and
ending the day's labor shall be the
time.stated in such notice.
Section 2. Nits child under fourteen
Op years of age shall be employed
ai any time in any factory, workshop,
mill or mine, unless said child shall
have no other mean' of support. No
sac+ child shall be. employed in any
mercantile establishment. nor in any
service of any telegraph, telephone or
ptibfic messenger company. laundry.
printing establishment, except during
the vacation of the public schools. 
No
child under sixteen (t6) years of age
shall be employed at any Occupation
dangerous or injurious to health, or
ii - orals. And in the event of disagree-
ment between the Labor Inspector
and proprietor, the city or comity
phygiciun shall be called in as referee,
and his decision shall he final. It
:hall be the duty of every person
eiaploy'ng children to keep a register
in which shall be recorded the name,
birthplace, age and place of residence
of every person empli yed by him
:t•der age of sixteen (to) years: ard
it shall be unlawful for any proprie-
tor., agent. foreman or other person
A in or connected with m
anufacturinee
e-tablishment, mine, mill or workshop
to hire any child under the age of
sixteen (t6) years to work the-e;n
without ale e is ii.ovided and pleicei
re file in affidavii made by
the parent or guardian. stating the
age date and place of birth of said
child. If said child has no parent or
geardian. the said affidavit shill be
made by the ch'ild, which affidavit
snail be kept on file by the eintrloyer.
and said register and afftdavit shall
he produced or inspection on demand
by the Labor Inspector. There shall
be posted conspicuously in every of-
fice of every factory. mill works
hop
or mine, where children under six-
teen UM years of age employed. a
make rates for hunters in parties.
three being a minimum number allow-
ed the lower rate. By the new law,
however, there %vitt be none of this,
and if three hundred, Instead of three,
go on a hunting trip, in which they
use the railroads, they will pay the
full fart.
iment. In New York state the matter The reciprocal le
ef restricting child-labor has been
tober t a law went into effect provid-
ing that "no person under 16 may be
employed in any factory in the state
before 6 a. m. or after it p. na' In
New York city employment of chil-
dren tinder 16 is prohibited Ater 7
p. m.
Unfortunately, however, there arc
many states in which no such laws
exist and thousands upon thousands
of childre)1 are constantly being mu--
treated in shops and factories, sap-
ped of all vitality, and turned into
physical and moral merle. As Ed-
win Markham, in The Cosmopolitan,
exclaims:
"Seventeen hundred thousand chit-
dren at work! Does the enumeration
bring any significance to our minds
when we say that an army of one
million seven hundred thousand chil-
jdre are at work in our 'land of the
Ifree? This was the figure in tow
now there are hundreds of thousands
,more. Aat many of them working
!their long ten or fourteen hours by
day or by night. with ouly a miser-
able dime for wage! Can the heart
take in the enormity?"
According to the Washington Post.
"the average life of children after
they go into the mills is four year,"
The children. observes Mr. Markham,
"while yet in the gristle, are grouni
down that a few more useless mia-
lions may be heaped up." He gives a
graphic description of the glass-faaa
tory with as boiling heat 'and cal-
dronlike atmosphere, and of the
wrenched children laboring in the
midst of it.
Of the child in the coal mince ai
Pennsylvania. where '•twelve thous-
and little boys ranging in age from
el to 14 years are believed to be
working in the coal breakers of 
the
anthracite field." Dr. E. Lyell Earle,
in The Kindergarten Magazine.,
write, with similar pathos. Of the
child slavery in the South so m
uch
has already been written by Mrs. John
Van Vi•rst and others that there is
no need of reproducing it here. But
the movement to exterminate the evil
is rapidly assuming large prop
or-
tions.- ays .11si. Edward Everett Hale
ill The Woman's Home Comp
anion.
"What can we do? We can say
that they shall not be confined 
in
'factories or workships. except for
very limited hours, before they 
are
re We can say, until a boy or 
girl
is 16 this, shall have the 
privilege
of going to school at least half the
year In some cases we can city 
that
one set of children at work s
hall
work in the morning and another 'et
shall take their places in the after-
noon. This is a practicable methol
of legislation which has not yet been
applied. But the sooner it is applied
the better. We can insist on a very
careful Ind rigid inspection of fae-
tories and workshops by public of-
iicer i, a il', ara
interested in the establishments which
they examine. Such examinations
ahonld he poss•ble at any hour of
any day, and the publicity given to
the results should be such as should
make it certain that factory or work-
shop visited shall be kept neat, and
sweet and clean—a fit place for the




Last night at midnight the open
season for quail, partridge, rabbits and
sanirrels began, and from now till the
Lest of January the gay nimrod may
kill all he wants to—provided he can
shoot straight. for, be it remem-
bered, they must he shot. Here's the
Law:
"Quail, Partridge or Pheasant—No
person, shall at any time catch, kill
or take by .means of net, trap, box
or snare, or have same in possession
after having been so caught or taken,
ay quail, partridge or pheasant.".
Futherrnore. the quail cannot
bought or sold, and if you can
slaoot 'ern yourself you will have
get some sportsman friend who
more than he can devour to give them
to you—here's the law again:
"Wild Tenkeys. Pheasants, Gramm
Pertridge". or Quail—Sale -Forbid
den--It shall be unlawful in the state
s•i Kentucky. at any time to buy. sell.
•
versor 
must pay Kentucky a license of $25 (ox said, is more and better labor, es-
to hunt within the confines of the pecially for the farm and the cottaill
state. If, however, a hunter from an- 
I mil!. But conditions in the South, the
governor said, must first be made
other state where the licens is $
and this will ke
il.ancosvuiprevent
other sides commn
Py title law, visitin
a license equivalent
their own state for
tucky. For instance,
50 favorable for th • • Inen c ase, Oh. race
• neither murder, arsqn nor ncrimial
assaults, tit can b1sthl, eaid the
would be no lynching./These crimes
do not receive anything like their
just measure of 'condemnation from
the negro race. The white race is
the predominate race, and the negro
must understand once and for all that
the bounda of the social and political
questions will be determined by the
white man alone and by the white
man's code. He has a right to expect
that his civil status 5hoold be the
same in every.respect as is that o Of .
white man. A proper understanding
of these fundamental principles by the
negro—and there is no reason why lit-
he should not understand—would be
a long step in the right d'rection. li!
he refuses to adjust himself to these;
irflexible conditions, then the negro
will have to go."
SNOWEt FOR
MANY HOURS
THE FALL WAS CONSTANT
UNTIL YESTERDAY AF-
TERNOON.
comes Into Kentucky, he must pay question at this time he said. standing 
The Mercury Took Considerable of
sso. as a menace to peace and a hindrance 
a Drop Last Evening, While No
to Southern development The prob. 
More Snow or Rain Appeared.
hem, must be settled by the South.
but the aid and sympathy of the North
are almost essential. "If they will not
help us." continued the governor, "If
they will not repeal the Fourteenth
ar.d Fifteenth amendments to the con-
stitution, then let us here resolve that
we will vote in the fundamental law
of every Southern state a guarantee
Le the negro protection of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness, but for-
ever denying to the vicious and ig-
norant all political rights."
Oov. Hayward tipaaks.
Gov. D. C. Heyward, of South Car -
put up the pitiful plea that after Ana, opened his address. .hich wat
driving him to drink she had deprived the fcatiirt'of thc morning •tss on.
Governor Heywrd said coininghim of the pleasure of drinking him- 1 of immigrants to the Se .th had a
Atli to death "for her sake." !hearing upon the practical Ind direct
(And, by the way, how easy some solution of the race pro' am There
people are to drive!) Iliad been to much theorir Jig; it Mall
The honorable judge probibly tone for action. He said
"ectinnaI fceliniz lortua
A Chicago woman got an injunc-
tion restraining her husband from
speaking to or visiting her. She want-
ed the court to enjoin her hubby from
visiting a saloon or taking a drink,
but the Chicago judge balked at that
and ordered: "Let writ issue a; pray-
ed except injunction concerning (flank-
ing."
If the judge had granted her pray-
er, the fellow would have doubtless
thought the sooner the fellow tom
mitted whisky hari-kari the better it
weuld he for the woman.





to the license of
hunting in Ken-
visiting hunters
Nashville, Nov. 14.—Gov. Cox, who
is the permanent chairman of the
southern immigration and quarantine
conference, called the delegates to or-
der, and in his address of welcome
advocated the establishment of a bu-
reau of immigration by each south-
ern state, with sufficient appropria-
tions to send agents to the North Eu-
rope countries, to England, Ireland,
Scottland, Switzerland, France, Ger-
many, Wales and Sweden to induce
ithe laborer to locate in the South. The
•crving need of the  South, Go
Y is pass
.14, away. 'and our poop: understand
each other better Pr i - ems which
were at one time pecula ly southern
-si.--- are becoming. national. 1Ve Amert-
cans are more led rno-e mutually ,
The Cairo people are rejoicing oyes carrying 'thc white man'- beaten! 'Sol
the exodus of the vagrant negroes, wive the race question will requiter
caesed by the heavy police court not only time but p
aticne: and judg-
ment on the part of th • white men
anes, the judge sticking them to the and on the part of the east°. It will
tune of Saco and costs The colored coo for the exercise ói more coat-
gentlemen of leisure n. a not hope tr•
i 
tr. • •ense, and a far gre-ter apprecia-
font Paducah a c',) of rafug,.. as 0,, Z.• i. of his moral respei sibility The
seri will live Up te its reputation
rcimunsw.14,1of.dis ',calm) ha' the benefit of our
 example.
allatallMat act him wile- ec . ae, protectioa
' at the - . as.
city has made .. flange! and advice. led t a should tie ,




i end( roatel tl. a as a citizen hi: , 
s ,- Moo.. and :as i meta ales aa well I
Thoughtful people will admit that a the a Site ma•. id :he degree in
tl:e spanking of the girls and 'i-li)' which he iiteaea• - up to thew. will
each other in a Chicago hotel yeatcor . 
id, term n les , or fall.'
I tail-err, w II sward then enumerat
day was well deserved, *illy it should i „mi 11.,.: -olution- .. the aloblem wh ch,
have been done by the parents in the nail a en !mg, -eel and tried from!
good. oldfashioned way to • 7.0 time .. ,,I all of a hich had fail-
it would seem that the aaiieinkee,
.a of a Kentucky town whose little
daughter died from the effects of a
drink of whisky would has- good
reasons for desiring to chaege his
biainess.
Could the negro judge elected at
Chicago be called the &choice of the




Indictment Against E. R. Derry, Lead-
ing Citizen of Augusta.
Atlanta. Ga , Nov 14.—A special
from Augusta, Ga., says F. R. Derry,
one of Augusta's leading business men
and secretary and treasurer of the
Augusta Real Estate and Building As-
sedation. has been indicted for em-
bezzling from the association a sum
approximating $too,000. Mr. Derry is
6o years old, a member of an honored
and influential family and has for
years occupied a high position in
business and church circles.
ADMITS PLOT TO WRECK BANK
OMMMMIWIMM=••
Director of Defunct Institution Sen-
tenced to Prison for Con-
spiracy.
Cleveland, 0.. Nov. 4.—J. R. Zim-
merman pleaded guilty to the charge
of conspiring to wreck a national bank
in the federal court here today and
was sentenced to serve two years in
thc penitentiary and to pay a fine of
ammo. Zimmerman was the chair-
be Man of the board of directors of the'
not Wooster, D., Sational bank, which
lc:ifs:led about two years' ago.
has •
—Mr. John Copeland. the Metro-
polis, Ill.. liveryman, has leased John
R. Terrell's stable at ate Jefferson
street, and is now moving his vehicles
and horses here to open. MY. Terrell





In spea"••er for the plan to deport
. egross. t oernor Hey ward said the
Idepertatiaa could not be attempted
leaesa it became a national and not a
iSonthern- mosnmeut. Sinch a move-ment, he said, aould no he attempted? lead the negro problem . is better tin-
.'cr-tood and its -e aCtli. at the North
tliai, t i, new.
Governor Heyward •• -I not believe
that the antagonism be (en the race,
in the South was as bisi as had been
reported. "I do not 'starve that the
Sauthern people ;are standing on a
volcano and that we are not far Tem.'v
cd from a race war." he said. "I will
admit that during the past year, on
at count of tiumerous and atrocious
crimes committed by a certaii.
of negroes. followed by swift am! slim
mary puMsh'ment by the white,. on
account of the unwise and mistaken
policy pursued by the great majority
of the negro, race in not condemning
these crimes; the foolish and malic-
ir us att'oude assumed by certain
Northern newspaper, aided and abet
ted. I regret to say, by a few sensa-
tional papers in the South, and lastly.
as if these were not enough within
themselves to work our undoing, the
indiscreet utterances of those who
. should and do know better, have all
conspired to stir up strife and make .
conditions appear far worse than they
really are. .
"The great danger in the present
situation is that when people make up
their minds that trouble is brewing
and go out to find it; they are apt to
get what they are looking for, but
on the other hand, if they will keep
their heads, things are. apt to work
out in the long run.
Negro Must Do His Part.
"Any solution of our race problem
in the South lies as much with the
negro as with the White man, but
one of the greatest barriers to any
advancement of the negro is his nate!
ural indolence. This explains his
failure to use his' opportunity, and in
this he alone is responsible for the
dieastrous results which follow. An '
innate . sense of irresponsibility lies*
at the bottom of the negroes' lack of
respect for the law. If there we:
The snowfall, which commenced
yesterday morning at iiso o'clock,
continued i,teadily until shortly after
noon. About 5.30 o'clock a light rain
fell but did not last long, and last
night it began turning very cold, un-
til this morning at 3 o'clock the mer-
cury had taken quite a drop
It does not look as if the snow will
remain very long, al yesterday the
moot if it upon the sii.as and yards
melted away.
With the advent of snow, the poor
and destitute of the city seemed to
come out of their hovels, as Mayor
Yeiser and Judge Lightfoot received
many calls for assistance. Wherever
anynne was found to be deserving.
they were helped out of the funds
set apart far this perpose by the city
and county officials.
The weather reports for last night
were -more snow or rain" but it
•eems to have been frozen out. as
none appeared by thi.
morning
Miss Ella Lawrence died of nen-
ralgia over in !Disci', opposite this
city. and was buried yesterday at the




BY AGREEMENT OF COUNSEL
FOR BOTH SIDES TEMPOR-
ARY RESTRAINING ORDER IS
GRANTED AGAINST THE CITY
OF LOUISVILLE.
Lothsville, Nay. 14.-4By agreement
iii counsel for both sides, Jutigi Wal-
ter Evans, in the Federal court yes-
terday granted to the Cumberland
Telephone Company zt temporary re-
straining arder ,enjaating the c•ty
from putting into effect. the telephone')
Monday. te  
ordinance sigu« I by the Mayor
The (late for hearing argument on
the merit, ei the as was set for De-
ere-hest. when the aaswer of the city
to the petition of the company will be
fled by City Attorney Richards Ae-
rie.' argument will not be heard then,
hawever, and the decision of the !aw-
e- cotirt will probably not be made for
sixty days.
No matter which side wins the case,
it will be appealed. The circuit court
of ippeals will review the decision of
the lower court, and finally the .ii-
preme court of the United States will
be asked to give its decision. As the
saes' involves basic prinkiples, and
will affect practically eiery city in the
country, the deeision and litigation
will attract national attention. Every
step will be hard fought
As detailed to a reporter yesterday,
the petition of the Cumberland Tele-
phone Company sets up the claim
that the regulation of rates amounts
practically to confiscation, and that
the company is thereby being depaiv-
ed of its property without due process
of law; and the additional claim is
made that neither the city. by the
t varier granted to it by the legisla-
ture, nor the company, by the legiala•
tier charter granted to the Ohio Val-
ley Telephone Company, which as-
signed to the Gumberland, it affeete.
in the matter of rate legislature must
first enact a la.s giv•ng the city power
to regulate rates before it can do so
The city attorney believes that the
city will win its case. In an opinion
given lo the revision committee of the
upper board of the general council
September la. he said that he believed
the legislature had already given to
cities of the first class the power of
regulation, hut admitted that the roses
lion has not been def•nitely settled.
Judge Richards himself drew the ordi
dance passed by the council
The Cumberland Telephone Corn
PanY 1. represented bj its lacal at-
tteneys. Fairleigh. Straus ik Pairleigh,
and also by its general counsel, Attor-
i!ey Cranbury. of Nashville, where the
general oi ucts are located
ANNOUNCUMUNI
WE HAVE MOVED BACK TO OUR OLD
STAND IN THE PALMER HOUSE BUILD-
ING AND ARE NOW PREPARED TO MAKE
YOU A SWELL WINTER SUIT OF CLOTH-
ING OF THE VERY LATEST STYLE. DROP
IN AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOE






atone ha; a -• a siti aft .
fatuous Thourion nt;., ;. .1r
ways a Anti line of i.:01,.hoit .. • • • . ..•
very latest and best. Faint.if '4 t • •
style, and we shall continue to Ur r
Thomson 14 "Glove-Fitting" Cori t• is. 4.1) •
very best produce (1 in this conithy, i,
. ,
nral that it should be fr.11y ropi•earinted ut
in the forernoat Coreet department.
Every Thomson's '.(110%e-Fittitig- !orset
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JUDGE REE.D STARTS THAT W ORK AT 9 O'CLOCK AND ALL
THE LAWYERS MUST BE PR ESENT TO ANNOUNCE WHETH-
ER THEIR ACTIONS, ARE R EADY FOR TRIAL—THE HAZEL
HEADING COMPANY GOT J UDGMENT FOR $ug AGAINST
THE HOLLINGSHEAD AND BLOW PEOPLE—DEFENDANT
DEMANDED ITS MOTION F OR NEW TRIAL OF SUIT OF
MARION LANDER AGINST T HE CITY OF PADUCAH AND
CONTRACTORS ROBERTSON AND GARDNER.
Judge Reed yesterday directed all
the attorneys of the city to appear be-
fore him at 9 o'clock this moaning
in the circuit court, as at that time
tie will start calling over the docket
having the equity cases entered up
on it. As he calls case he asks the
interested lawyers if they are ready
for trial, and if they are he puts the
litigation down for a hearing Those
that are not prepared for trial are
continued over until the next term
of court. There arc many hundreds
of these actions upon the docket, and,
as every lawyer in the city is interest-
ed in some of them, the rtorneys
have to all be on head to let the court
know whether they arc ready. It willIciation against Jessie B. Long.
take the judge several hour* to cahl
over the docket Rehkopf Examination.
Referee Ilagby oi the bankrupt
court was yesterday compelled te
again adjourn over the personal ex-
amination of President Fe. Rehkopf of
the Rehkopf Saddlery company, which
it being forced into bankruptcy. The
president did not have his schedule
ready, so the referee held the matter
over ti nil this morning.
Deeds Recorded.
Land lying in the county has been
sold by W. F Bradshaw to B. F.
Culp for $1447, and the deed filed
for record yesterdas with the county
clerk.
Tames Jackson transferred to Edna
Walker for flas. property in the
Judgment for Plaintiff.
The jury yesterday brought in a
verdict for $559 for the plaintiff in the
suit Thc 'laze! Heading company
in.tvuted against the Hollingshead
and Rlow company. The Hatel peo-
ple sued the Paducah firm for $559,
the %elm of two carloads of heading
the Hazel people sold Hollingshead
and Blow The latter bad refused to
pay $559 on the ground that $1 sig
worth of head'ng the Ilatel people
previously sold the Hollingshead and
Blow firm was defective, therefore
the Hazel people owed the Paducah
firm above, the ani,sunt of the two car-
/nod of heading sued on, and whi.:h
Hollingsbead and Blow acknowledged county Oil the Said raid.
Se) receiving. The Jury refused the I Property in the Maplewood Terrace
count-r-claim of $1,539 of the Padu- addition has been transferred to J.
eah firm, and then ow judgment W. Fooks by T. D. Fools for Sem
against the latter for the 539 in favor B. B. Phillips transferred to Samuel
oi the hazel people fr,, fee two. con _ Hester fnr Szoo property on Rockies's
betweeo Ninth and Tenth streetstested earload- totils r. Attorney
r (sore n teil the kinning
gide. and ‘Vheeler. Hughes and Berry
the hoeing side.
Thiis ease was the last one to be
tried by the juries, an the judge fin-
ally dismissed the jurors, and today
takes tto his equity docket
Defendant yesterday filed an
amended motion for a new trial of
the snit of Marion Lander artinit
the City of Paducah and Contractors
Robertson and Gardner, wherein
plaintiff got judgment several weeks
ago for $oso for injuries she receiv'd
I
by falling into an open trench dug
on Kentucky avenee between Fifth
and Sixth street* for the city's storm
t
ermer sewerage.
John W. Skelton was ruled by the
court to file his answer by Saturdav
in the suit of R. E. Whitmer against
the General Assembly of the Ameri-
can Benevolent association.
The defendant moved for a tow-
trial of the litigation oft r. 1. B
Howell against the Ac a Accident
Insurance company. The court has
not yet passed on the motion.
Lawyer Oscar Kahn was selectei
guardian ad litem in the suit of the
Mechanics Building and Loan asso-
Licensed to Marry.
Jame. Scruggs, aged al and Lit:a
Laurie. aged 21 of the city, were
granted a license yesterday to marry.
They are colored people
Material Lien.
Sherrill-Russell lumber company
yesterday filed a lien in the county
clerk's office against Ella W'elker for
$io claimed due for material furnished
for the new building the woman
erected
REVIVAL AT rHAPPY SOCIAL
RESCUE MISSION BY REBEKAHS
r trOOD IthAULTS 18 ACCRUING LARGE CROWD PARTICIPATED
PROM WORK OP LAB- IN DELIGHTFUL AFFAIR
• ORERS LAST NIGHT
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
Church k &dies Give Cake Sale
Before Thankagierini
taw. Chilis„aad his asiastants cos._
•ft..ilse nightly trhe revival at the Res-
Mrs. Harris Rankin Has the Sans
Seed Club Het Guests Today—
Handsome Dance Last Night
_ Delightful was the evening spent by
an unusually large crowd last evening
-S 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4h 44
+ PERSONAL MENTION. #
4. ++ .1, 4. • ir ir 1' 41 ++ ++
Mrs. A. C. McClure of Jefferson
street, has returned from Central City.
MT. Jas. E. Wilhelm went to Shel-
byville, Ky., yesterday to attend a
meeting of the board off directors of
the Old Masons' Home. He will re-'
turn tonight.
Mr. George Walters went to r...truiss
ville yesterday.
Mr. Earl Grerory last night left foc
St. Louis and Colorado.
Misses Bella and Fannie Coleman
yesterday went to visit in Princeton.
Mr. Henry Glenn yesterday went
to Nashville.
Mr. Max Hecht. of St. Louis re-
teresd yesterday after spending sev-
eral days here.
MT. Luther Graham went to St-
Louis yesterday.
Rev. W. P. Hamilton, of Woodville
was here yesterday enroute to Rip-
ley. Tenn., to attend the Methodi
conferenc.
Mr. Rufus Nat of South Third wert
to St. Louis yesterday.
Mrs. Helen Hecht has gone to St.
Louis to v'sit relatives.
Mr. F. S. Johnston, the coal deal-
er, has returned from Kansas City,
where he left his sick brother great-
ly improved.
Dr. Horace Rivers went to Misstiii
yesterday on professional business.
Lawyer Frank Lucas and wife 'ire
y :siting in St. Louis. ,
Mr. Wm. Hencleick was in Kuttawa
yesterday on business.
Mr. Roy Threlkeld and wife of
Salem. Ky. are visiting Lawyer Ls!
Threlkeld.
Mrs. John Baldwin yesterday went
to Atlanta. Ga , after visiting Mrs
D. H. Hughes.
Mr. Roscoe Bailey and bride leave
tonight for Jackson, Miss., after
spending part of their wedding tour
w;th the groom's mother, Mrs. M'iri•
Bailey of Broadway near Ninth.
Mr '13. H. Scott has gone to Re
ley. Tenn., to attend the Methodist
conference.
Mr. Richard Welch ha. rettwned
from visiting in Texas.
Mr. Joseph Welch, of $-i.n Antonio,
Texas, is visiting Mr. Geo' ge Aro,-
retht of North Twelfth.
Sot tressendent Egan and Roadnia;-
te- Thompson of till Louisville
vi -I , at. arrived here !1st evening.
Messrs Len Bryan' . 'henry a
Thoinpson yesterday Ballard
0: it on a hunt
To Ladies gnly.
Mrs Kitchen is at the Craig Annex
jiving vibrator massage, face, scalp
old bust; all blemishes removed: pro-
ficient arnt reliable Old 'phone tea.
Why Sr Few Students Study for the
Misistry.
ISr Edmund J James. president of
the University of Illinois, has vrtit-
„scsie-Ifission church on South Third- rt the Fraternity building lodgeroom. 
I VecificallY "fr""Ig P3   desire to
Cole's Original
Hot Blast
Saves the Dollar.: and makes a ton of common $3.00 soft coal
or lignite do the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal.
Your old stove and imitation Hot Blast are not air-tight, do not save
the escaping gas s and do not give you a warm house at night, because
they are made w•th putty joints. You cannot afford to say to yourself,
"My old stove w.11 have to do this winter:' The old stove is eating up
the price of a nen stove every year. Not only that, but an top of the cost
is the unsatisfact ,ry result it gives. It is always out the coldest morning.
Even Heat Day and Night—Fire Never °tit
Cole's Hot Blast is so perfect in constructiou that fire will keep all night,
and when the draft is opened in the morning will burn two or three hours
with the fuel put in the night before. No other noire does this.
Fire, therefore, never goes out, and the rooms are kept at an even
temperature all the time. Burns hard cool, soft coal, slack,
lignite or wood.
OUR GUARANTEE
I-We guarantee a saving of one-third in feel over any lower draft Move of the
muse else, with soft coal us slack.
5-We guarantee Cole • Hot Blast to use lees hard coal for heating a given space thanany base burner made with same heating surface.3-We guarantee that the rooms can be heated from one to two hours elk* morning,with the soft coal or hard Nal put in the stove the evening before
4- We guarantee that the stove still hold ire with soft coat 36 hours withoutattention.
1-We gaarantee • uniform heat day and night, with soft coal, hard coal or bruit,6- We guarantee every stove to remain absolutely air-tight a* long as used.7-We guarantee the feed door to be awoke and dust woo,.
The above rannuatee is made with the tunierstanding that the store beoperated according to ctireetita,s, and set up with • good Sue
For Hard Coal — Saves Half
The extent of unburned gases in hard coal is shown by opening
the magazine cover of a base burner when the extra oxygen
supplied fills the entire stove with flaming gas.
The fact that no stove putty is used to make air-leaking joints,
gives you perfect control over the drafts on Cole's Hot Blast.
The slow, economical combustion, and the large, positive radiat-
ing surface make it the greatest fuel-saving, hard coal stove made.
Would You Lose $50.00 in Fuel to Save $1.00 on the Cost of Your Stove?
That is what you do when you bus- a cheaply constructed, putty jointed, showy made imitation stove. Like allsuccessful inventions, Cole's Original Hot Blast has many inferior imitations, avoid them.
They all Lack the patented features and careful construction, which make the Original blot Blast a great success.They do not stay tight, and soon open seams and cracks which render them worthless as fire keepers. See the name-Cole's not Mast from Chicago'' on the feed door. None genuine without it.
F. N. Gardner, Jr. Co.
114-116 SOUTH THIRD STREET
om ed schools of a u.nivers
ity where every
/111110118 . He and wife are be- 
onaintain an a quate supp yebekahs. who entertained Paducah
ten an open letter to the trustees of great importance of this profession
in to the commiuiity and their own fit-Andover Theological seminary,
which he presents some conclusions ness for the work. "If every young
which are of interest to all denomina- man in our society," he says, "were
tional seminaries and colleges and to so placed that in the course of his
churches thrombotic the country Dr. education the question would
 
present
jarnt's was inspired to write his let- Itself to him naturally and inevitably.
ter by the publication of the fact that 'Ought I to enter the ministry?' there
the attendance at the Andover semi- would be no lack of candidates. This
nary bad fallen frorhistooautaumnyear dtonlya
ministry upon the attentionof
work of presenting the claims of the
class numbering,  our
three. Other colleges of the sort he young men, only the church can un-
thinks, will show a similar decrease dertalre. Rut this nary be done—and
in attendance, though not so mark- oftentimes more strongly and succers-
rd, perhaps. as in this case, says the fully ---in many other ways than by
Evansville Conaier. - !direct solicitation.
On this aceount Dr James snakes 1 The silent appeal contained in the
his letter general in application, while mere eicistence of such a school in
Andover He
close proximity to the other great
. -- air guesie of the Daughters • of the : ìlYs that 
as the churchess.reet. and much good is being el
day the -student will run up against
Odd Fellow. and members .of their Isomeevidence of its activity and im- I
ape aided by Mesdames Vickers and families. The ial 
er. C2 C clergy would t d seem to be 
a
rtante• the powerful, I 
Upon my family at
Fearden of St. Louis. who help with 
orathering wa, measure dictated by 
the plainest con-
ance to the welfare of the comma'
tity of the profession to whose ser-
vice it is dedicated.
Aside from the fact already noted,
that the existence of such an insti-
tution in close proximity to a state
university wonld tend on the one hand
to get the attention of that elr it
r•f the student body which ought
properly to look forward to a career
in the ministry, there would be the
further advantage on the other hand
to the ,tudents of the theological
school itself of inansddiate contact
with the world and with life under au-
spices best adapted to enlarge their
view and to prepare them to play the
part which the educated clergy ought
to take in the life of every commu-
nity.
fected from among the large courre- R
presided over by Mr Alber M 
leideratioe of prudence to bring their P° • 
though oftene my character abroad.—
unnoticed impression made by th
stIoRep:eacchiineg ahnets1 saing‘inxg.months land a happy time had, light refresh-
t .
active and earnest effort of those
meots being served during the even- 'training 
schools for the church into
voting.  men. who are preparing for the ;*11111.
girl baby, and a fit. year old girl who Mee Thee linllowing program %sibs 
the closest possible connection 
with
nrc Ministry; intercourse, with these same I
At the recent. meeting of parochial
aasnme desiring to 
those great institutions of learning to
home de pe rrds
From the Ital-
wane homes, and
adopt them can communicate with the
preselect. who also wants donation of
IcisOc to help eeery on the work.
Ladies Give Cake Sale.
On Inc :day before Thanksgiyin;
the Lidice .if the Kentucky avenur
Presbytee!an church sett; conduct a
cak- sal, at (hrilvie's -tore.
Vocal Solo
„Stlerress .W. C. T. U. Today.
This afternoon at 3 e'elock the week.-
le meeting will be held by the W..C. Sans Souc' Club.
T L'. at Ay First Baptiat church. Airs. Harris Rankin of Ni."la rand
O( 
13roadway. leis the Sans Sottei clearae
Vow' ()I ber gaieste this afternoon at eiso
lin!, o'clock.
Hendsome Dance.•
The dance last evening at Tri. Pal-
mer by -Mrs. Charles W. Thninnson,
was very handsome social affair.
him Hancock .and Children Given and one largsly attended, despite the
Trarisportatioa at City's Sammie. inclement weather. A large crowd
soent several happy hours on the
Mayor Yeiser yesterday gave. trans-
-sortation out of the city (mid to
!floor. The affair was complimentary
,Mrs. Minnie 1-rancock and lier four 4^ 
Miss P2"b  Purcell. of Li'icinfit'In•
who the guest of Mrs Thompson
mall children to Bonnettstown. Ky..week on Nor. th nref Miss "Vireinia
from Whence they carne last Kinney of New York who is.tia•os:.
looking for work. They first went to MASA Faith Langstaff on 'Re-Us
' Mayfield. and being unsuccessful were
advisted •come here, which they di.! !avenue-
but only the oldest boy sod girl were
able to !set employment. Mrs. Han- ' • -Yesterday teornies the 
horse of
cock says her parents live near Ben, Wm. Crow -of 1121 
Madison street
eettstown, but could do nothing ire 'had to be shot on acchinnt of suffer
-
them. As Padocah has many poor lf Inn from "uconenecephiliti
s" which
its oven to look :after the frittleY wx.'l is a disease that maddens
 borse,
Sent hack to Reenettstown, le,aving which nte mouldy corn or
yeeteray. 'IN I 'MIME nitre feed.
rendered:
Plana Solo_ Miss Maggie Burger.
Recitation ......Miss Rosa Thurman.
Vocal Solo Mies Mary Field'.
Recitation Miss Anna Weisermait
Recitation . . Miss Irene Mayer.
Recitation
Recitation and Song .
Misses Mayer and %Bowe.
 Vie C., :;- F.*Ponc.
Gus STI%rfe'r't
—Mr. and Mrs Wm








which the rout o the county i men in all the different activities of
resorting in ever-increasing numbers. university life; the sight of the buld-
"It perfectly apparent," says he, inks and libraries devoted to this pur-
"that the most populous centers 
of
It's Fuel that's Expensive—Not the Stove
A Cheap, putty-Jointed stove will waste more than its Original
Cost in Fuel every winter.
As you know, fully one-half the carbon available for heat in soft coal is gas—the entire gas
supply used for fuel and illumination in many cities and towns being made from common soft coal.
The ordinary stove in burning soft coal allows this gas-half of the fuel to p::.ss up the chimney
unburned, thus wasting it as a heat producer.
Cola's Original Hot Blast Stove, by means c f the patented Hot Blast draft and other
patented features, making air-tight joints without tl., use of stove putty, distills this gas from the
upper surface of the coal, utilizing it as a heat produ_ser along with the fixed carbon or coke i4 the





valley will be found in the near -
which such a school will necessarily.fu
 Miss Gencla Fla 
ture at our state universities, which 
provide in the ordinary conduct of
are es-,,,wing with such enormous ra-
 this work, would 
all help toward this
' same end"
higher instruction in the Mississippi 
pose. the lectures and addresses
ilidity throughout the states of thi
s
g Telt country. Here will 
soon be
fo trnd larger 
aggregations of the
yo uth of this great section than 
will
be found in any other 
equal number
of similar institutions."
Ili' uses the University of 
Illinois
to ill ustrate this point and 
then re-
Dr James argues that the church,
using that term in its large sense, is
losing one of the greatest opportune-
ties of the present day in not plant-
ing itself in the form of an educa-
tional institution, firmly and positively ,
in the closest prcndmity to these great
aggregations of students, with te I
marks that, in the large number 
of
winning over to its service' at
young men attending this 
institution,.
l'edaeast onfswila.u. proportion of this young
many t af them would properly 
and
and promising material. It would be
naturalls • take up the ministry if thei
r
a standing reminder, he says, to the
attention were ealled to the matte
r
university world—students and pro-
at the crit'ical time in the 
proper wi,
fessors alike—of the great import-
rwi! - ...‘,- were led to entic ,̀Inf the
school principals in the Columbus, O.
Roman Catholic diocese it was decid-
ed to take practical steps for teaching
Gregorian music in the parochial
schools in order to make easier its
introduction into the churches.
I "But, candidly, now, have you what
you may fairly call letters in Ameri-
ca' I mean, in the highest, broadest
sense." "Letters? Wait till you see
the headlines in our newspaper some
day when there's been a real snappy
murder or. something."
Coax—My wife is going to wait for
me at the gates of heaven, if she's
i the first to go.
Joax—You shouldn't be so mean as
,to make her wait through all eternity
I jest because she has made you wait
occasionally.—Cincinnati Tribune
New is the time to get a bottle et
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rouge
'akin. Makes the ski's soft, smooth
and white. Removes all blemishes
caused by the cold winds.
Delightful to uee after shaving
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson SIB
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may hay-
time by hauling it away.
THOS BRIDGES & SON
Contractors
Recently, while W. D. Phillips was
pulling fodder, a fox came trotting
by. Mr. hillips laid aside his hand-
ful of fodder rheumatism, asthma and
old age and gave 'chase through fields
over ditches, etc, and captured Rey
mind with no other weapon or dog but
his old hat Mr. Phillips is 84 years
old and deserves a medal or a nee
hat—Springfield (N. C.) Herald
Now rs the time for you to fill youi hcrise.
•.
•
Lump 12c, Nut 11c
B?„sl. Kentucky ana !llinois Coal
Also dealer ir LIME anc CEMENT- Agent f-m Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT,'j
M Cunningham,
Phones: sOld 960,- New 245. _ _ Thirteenth and Adams mvaet
Where the ,
Skin Chaps
We rcommend the us
e rif




softening . application 
for
chapped or cracked akin 
or Ups.
Is a one night cure
 for
chapped lips and skin roug
h-




Not the least bit sticky












Because it irons amothly, not
mug h
Second.




Negligee shirts with buttons




It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and 
the
'hump" so often seen is mi
ss-
ing
No other like it in West 
Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself b
y




ilithost Prima Paid for Snood-Hood
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and Bel
l reser:ea.




MOVING WM/sin IN 
CONNEC
TION.
OLIVIER. OLIVER & M'G
REGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES Benton, Ky.. 
rear ban.
Marshall County: Padscah. Ky
Room 114 Preternity Buil
ding
f•i• (4
o • -sae. 4114
I NOW IS THE 1 iME
THIS IS i HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
I rilCoRPORA TED






Tampa, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando






Queea St Creiceat Rate
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers R
ates ea
November 6th and aoth to po
ints in




George* Florida, Texas, Ne
braska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing lib
eral
atop-oven in each ethection an
d good
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and c
om-
plete information call on or 
address.
A. R. COOK, City Pass
enger and
Ticket Agent. s34 Fourth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District 
Passen-
ger Agent eya Fourth 
Street,
Ky.
1. G. REAM. Tr.. Assist
ant General
• -- e•
Sollacribo sos the iter;L:e
r.





UNITED STATES COURT OP' CLAIMS
The Publishers of Webster'. Intereatiosed
Dictionary allege th. it •• is, hi tat. LA pupu
-
ler Unabridged Gaol .ghly reedited in e% ery
aud vaetly bed in every part, witi
the purpose of adap ig It to meet
 the larger
and answerer req utre....enta of another gene
ra.
tien."
We ale of the opii on that this allegation
west clearly and Is, ..auretely describes th
e
wort that has been accomplIshed and th
e
result that las been el ached. 'The Dictionary
.
as Is now stands, la i been thor
oughly sp.
ed!terl In every date has been corrected I
n
a-% vr part, and taialt rabli adapted to sleeti




on white dei waft more of potedar
knoWledt than any generation
that the world Maori :eontained.
It is perhaps needle s to add that we retec
to the dictionary ha i or judicial work mot
the idyl:lest authority in eocurecy of
I 4.1 that in the (It44leUjlIithas%It
will bo theism:ye of !nowt refurooce.










t et thu Worid's -us%
DICTIONARY
PRIZE
,t. t be IntercuL
.t. Lotus.
GET THE LATEST AND BEST
You e2 be I 'aerated Os oer
re•seissien 1,, tip e, stet res.











llamas to, it sad is. Colos...a Side
PADUC.AH. IV.
C. MAIMING SEARS, 11.0.
Office 1707 Mows St,
Toioptron 377,
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE to NORTH FIFTH
TEl EPHONES-
Q•sid.nre 2916




Loouisville Nov. 14.—Is James B.
McCreary ,having carried a majority
of the Democratic legislative districts,
the Demoocratic nominee for Unit-
ed tates senator?
If the party law is adhered to there
is little doubt that Senator McCreary
is the legal nominee, as it is provid-
ed that the Democratic candidate for
senator shall be named in the Demo
-
cratic legislative caucus. Senator
McCreary has carried a large major
-
ity of the legislative districts repre-
sented by Democests o'v of 
erlivrte
is the choice of the voters of thoas
districts If the old ctistom 
of nom-
inating were carried out. Senator M
c-
Creary would undoubtedly 
be the
nominee A contest for the nomin
a-
tion may be made along the
se lines.
It is interesting to note. by
 a oe-
rtisal of the returns from last 
Tues-
day's primary that Senator M
cCreary




That is legislative district
. thst are
now represented by Demo
crats.
There are one hundred 
Issi.lative
districts in the state Of
 this num
her eighty-three are now
 represent-
,y nemocrats. while seventeen have
Republican renresentatives
. If in ph.
legiostive eleetiocin a year henc
e the
people voted for McCreary 
and Peck-
ham men for representati
ves, and the
result was the same as
 in the state len. Barren
 Warren. Roowling Green,
Logan Todd. Breckenridr
e, Ruflitt,
primarv--admitting that the r
anee-
St•eurer Green and Taylor. Hardi
n,
sentatives would reflect the se
ntiment
of their constitnencies in 




nheR and CCIvin..ron. Carrol
l. Gal-
would he the coneys% ne
•weiner few gen- IsI;^ -r
-imade rrstorlit. Cheryl 
Tf en-
ator as he wonlrf have a 
roaineft• of rs'. 
Ds-seven nast.
seventeen in the lower house
 Tts the a" gri"—""ft "4"
41"'" Nicholas- n-
senate he vrrmiti ...etre










Fittsburg, Fa. Nov. •.• —T
he rob-
bing of a woman in dayli
ght today ch;,--om VAT ii —"One billion two
within a short distance of
 entire h,mared million dollars was event
 for
headnnarters is the latest ch
apter in /feinfr in this country last year 
*aid
Pittshtircr's running serial of
 crime
Citirens are now thoroughly
 eaasper- Rev R. A
 
Green of 9'e 
First
elinrch nf Fv•n•toe yesterd
sv.
ated as a result of the c
arnival of
murder anti robbery a viol
ence corn- 
"That memos widespread 
mastery of a
trrrivle thirst which wM le
ad an oth-
mittee has been named and a
 deter ee.4.1. good ma
n to week it. some
mined effort will be made 
to rid the
city (sof its vicious element. 
ard Dawn' the clothes of 
his wife and
Emboldened by the apparent
 help- 
riree to get lust one
 more Orink.
"The evil of strong drin
k is alive
lesseess of the police an
d detective today It is creeping in
to business
forces highwaymen and b
urglars that circles. social circles and 
collsge er
f 1ff .4-• 
have terrorired this city for 
the past cte‘ We point with pride to
 the
ten days have apparentl
y ortended Svcciono.trio spept for edu
cation year-
their operations into broa
d daylight .3, bat forget that the s
um is met
own, and if the nomination was made
as it was one year ago, McCreary
would win easily.
V. I . • 13 question is raised is
yet to determined. If it can be
shown that the Democratic state ex-
ecutive committee acted without au-
ca -.3te primary,
then if ere would be little doubt of
the nomination of Senator McCreary
II a remocratic caucus.
Of tl e ITO counties in the state
Gov. Beckham carried a large ma-
jority theni. hot most of them
were Republican counties On the
" Senator McCreary did not
carry a simple county now represent
7 Republican It is evident,
therefore, that Beckham owes his
nomination to the Republican dis-
trn rt: he carri
ed.
Of the Democratic districts, eigh-
ty-three in number, McCreary carried
the following
Petard Calloway. Graves, Hick-
man, McCracken, Hoopkins, Web
-
ster. Davie's, two representatives;
Ifender•on. Hancock, Union, Mc-
Lean. Simpson, Washington, Boone
,
Grane Kenton. three representati
ves;




Madison. Anderson. Lincoln, Mer
cer,
Boyle, Garrard, Jessamine, Rockc
as-
tlo Mason, Robertson, Clark. Eg
till,
Lee, Montgomery, Louisville 
and
Jefferson county, nine represe
nta-
tives. Total, so.
The Democratic districts carried
 by
Beckham are:









r!-,•-•  r.f Tryinesson nectar's
This Truth Tea nindff
Iron Hell."
' as well a. working under
 cover' of one-eighth of the r
etional liquor bill
darkne-s At t o'clock yes
terday alter. "Said Gen. Grant' "T
ell young
LIsm. 
noon at the corner of Sixth 
avenue and rueo that Gen Gant d
oes not drink a
Wood street. one of the mo
at es-needed drop of liquor because 
he is afraid to
padecia Jspots in the heart 
of the city and with- drink it It i
s impossible t3 drink
quarter, mt. A G B
.mvitin was at. er der
atelv. Hence I a
m a teetotal-
)(comic, in a few hund
red feet of police head mo 
  tacked pd rob
bed by twin men. willo—siOn 
the other hand a del
egate in




Practice in all the courts of
 tk•
state. Both phones 31.
Roams I. a and 3 Register B
uild
g 523 1 -2 Broadway.




Room 209 Fraternity &NUM*
.









Office with Dr. Rivers & Rive
rs. zall
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
R•lideoco zoo usy, (Ai Plo
w tags







The men had been fol
lowing the
woman. aceording to h
er story, anti
as elle turned the corn
er they sep-
arated One hurried in fro
nt of her
while another walked 
immediately
behind. The latter grabbed
 her about
the waist. while the ma
n in front
wrenched her muff and purse 
from her
bands and made off.
She was thrown to the 
sidewalk
and sustained severe bruises
. After
reporting the matter to the
 police
Mrs Boykin was taken home.
 where
she is suffering from the Wo
rks and
shock There is no clew to the
 assail-
ants.
In the meantime trade and bus
iness
organizations are holding indign
ation
meetings and drawing no pet
itions to
the mayor and the police o
fficials.
The murder of Harry Smith 
in the
east end by burglars yesterday
 more,-
ing his aroused that section 
and to-
night a meeting of the east end
 Tioard
of Trade was held at which a vig
ilance
committee was appointed.
A resoolution warnIng citizens 
to
arm themselves and recommen
ding
the purchase of several bloodbot
mds
was presented to tile board, and thi
s
was referred to the newly appointed
committee for action. The regula-
meeting of the Pittsburg Board of
Trade, which was to have been held
next week, was put forward tonight.
This organization discussed the thing
tide of crime in the elty and a com-
mittee will call upon the mayor an.1
city officials in an effort to secure
eafety
Newspapers are offering rewards of
a thousand dollars for the arrest of
each or any of the 'Ayers of James
A. McMillen. who was killed a week
ages or of Harry P. Smith.
NEGRO BANK CLOSES DOOR.
Action Forced by South Carolin
a
State Bank Examiner.
Greenville, S. C-. bllov. 14—T
he
Workingman's Savings and Lo
an
Company of this city, the only 
negro
banking institution the state. clos
ed
its doors today by order of the s
tate
bank examiner. Careless hoo
kkeep-
hg said to be the cause of 
the
bark's embarrassment. . The 
capital
stock was $14,000.
kit witch casissut drc;tru cana
ot do.
-- the.linnetr dealers
 Ohio state ,.en-
yenrton said. Tie e
mcees of out
hemi..••• depends upon the 
creation
of habit The open f
eted for the c:e-
ation of appetite is amo
ng boys Nick-
' iiensled in 
treats to hoes will re-
turn in dollars to your
 tills &fie: the
an -rite has been ac
quired.'
"That speech is a w
hiff from hell.
The liquor seller w
ould hand the
youth onf the country 
over to the dev-
il. body and soul, for 
the sake of mon




"Ninety-five per cent o
f the crime
and suffering in the 
country today
seeing. from drink T
he man who al-
lows himself to be 
mastered by appe-
tite ,1" circums
tances can see the 
WI-
)
on w ails loominv 
m the distance. it
be will but raise 
his bead for an in
-
;stain
1 "A disgraced 
bloke- and his cor
n-
' anir4I• in c
rime were seen we
soing




of fate. Through 
nonresistance to
temptation they had 
lost the power
to be honest Th




to an evil habit.
 hut wrecks t
he
nerves on whose 
steadiness depends





1 coin collector 
had an accumuls-
.
tton of pennies. 
Tie told his son t
ie
wotild make him a 
present of the en-
tire lot if he would 
put them in boxes,
the same number in
 each box.
There was an odd 
number of pen-
nies, so that if he pu
t an equal ntrm-
ber in boxes ther
e would be one 
pen-
ny left over; in a 
like manner he fig-
tired on 3. 4. 5, 6, 7, 
13, el, to II, 12, 
13,
14. IS, t6. 17, 18
, T9 20, 21 and 
22
boxes, but in every
 case if he put
an equal mim.be





()over. The soon 
gave it up and told







The son tlien put 
the entire lot of
pennies in 23 boxe
s, the same n
um-










It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
Tbe Easier ItaGets
rzill the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling to
%••••••••••••••••.
..........am maser. 0000000000000000 • ...sees ••••••
 er• •• IS
Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You 







Tbe Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUA.A. IN neaten AND 1111AUTT 10
THE FINEST AT GLASS NAM
IT CAN BE alki PLIED TO ANY WIRDOW 0111
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW SJID
ADMITS THE L GMT IN THE MOST PLEABIMO
AND AGRZZARI a KOSS 111
TY IS APFROFRI ATE IN DINING DOOMS. SATE
ROOMS AND FRONT DOOR& /T IS ONE OF TICS
MOST SZAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF TN' DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.




Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.





P LUMBING rt ;
• Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Plmitt 133. t20 N. 'Third





















THE COLORS OF SYRIA' I MIN CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE










Ill ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND 
DESIGNS




OP WILMER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLHASE. 
1 01Mit.
MAKE NO MI8-InKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF 
OUR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SIL /ERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DA
TH—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND 
GET
PRICKS AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L. WANNE!' jEWELorit namis`
The Fever
Season




Ost owilmass es Pkodzimi and Seems Or Hot Wow Heed's Orem
•
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMP T PLUMBER.
gel Kentucky Avenue. 132 801.1th I ourth 
Street. BotL Phone.so.
Abram L. Well eic Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident,7:Life,; Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Ntlee Phone 369. - - 
Residence Phone 731
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND 
DENTIST.
Gnaws from Alfortville Veterinary 
school (Paris. France) also
Ontario Veterinary school and 
Dotrok Dental college. Charter m
ember of
dm Ohio Veterinary Medical 
Association. WW neat ecientifically with 
the
taunt Improved Instruments and up to 
SOt all diseases of
donesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY 
ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
01Sces Tbotripeoa Trander Co.„ 
Both 'phones 157.
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND Fh1BAIMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and inj
ured only
Mice and residence 218 South 3rd 
Street'
nor— New 334. Old 699] Open Day and Night
Exourstun:
St. Louis and Tennessee River 
Pack-
et aonspany----the cheapest acd 
bee








. $8.00 fa the Ilea Trip toTunnel Aver & refer I 401 
Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 491 Red; New Phone,
PADUC.A.11, KENTUCKY.
'4
IA is a teip a pleasure, comfoc
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rosins, etc. Boats leave 
each
Wednzeilsy and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jar




EYE, IA* HOSE ANT)
THREAT.











Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 BrOadWaX, Beetteah, K.
New 'Phone 490.




'11  soUsa," olessrvell the swims.
Mewed, Pun-eased mast. who aids% WW1
is If lied know the differsom betweea
the higher and nobler and a load of
steam coal—"I notice that. the back
advertising ends of some of the medit-
ate/a publish a testimonial as 10 the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by one of the
short-haired ladles who has been do-
tug nor Little bit durnis the oast
century or so tortard obtaining the
franchise for Women.
"The picture of Use woman wao
Likes the unscented soap is run with
the ad, and her testinionlal la surely
a heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
ly voluntary contribution.
"In the course of her remarks In
the te3t1monla1 she says this: 'I ab-
hor a perfumed woman.
"I'm going to take, with your kind
parmiesiun, a short-arm biff at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
*omen. 
"I'm a regular bug over a well-pot
fumed woman
"To me a perfumed woman Is the
real thing in femininity.
"The daintily perfumed woman, who,
when she swishes peat you, hae some-
.hir.g about her that makes you vague-
ly recall the old honeysuckle-covered
porch that you knew a quarter of a
•entury ago—she's the one tor ollse
4ie carries with her the suggestion al
sepbodellan meadows and starlit Ulla.
as cool aroma of oeradelds at dusk.
'Vie swirls by yoe and leaves IS
our heart a little chiming back ta the
mild roses that you picked on your
way to the old crick whin you west
a awinimin.
Wh the daintily Deduce*/ wa-
ren troa-frous to or out of your allot
ou sort o' Alm back to those old
4oraings of your kidhood when the
,iat-awahened dawn smelt so mew
Mar you'd turned out early to chop
be kindling wood for the kitchen lire
"She's feminine, the well-perfume.:
-omen; that's all.
"I want 'em feminine all the wa.
arough fcr mine.
"Like 'em to wear unsanitary cloth's
ud things. I never gave two looks a.
woman wearing these so-called coin
.on-sesere clothes and shoes and sue.
ear, and I never, met any other mar
hat did. I want 'tin to wear Just ae
heeis as ever they blame please
o wear. and the tighter and straighter
ront their oorsete. Thy, the better a
%lite me. The rta.),1%••• woman looks
Ike a combination to .u• las Island
mrnIgrant and a fat Jut of a
Ruben. picture to tat, and the woman
with flat-heeled shoes of the so-callee
#osIrnon-sense kind looks to me as II
she ought to be a policeman, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like that
"Me for the worsanny womaa.
"Olsome • lyre, or a harp, or a to-
stillborn, or • kazoo, or any old thing,
that may sing the glories and the
praises of the purely feminine woman!
"She was bare In the world's early
dawn, and she's going to be right here
aioagaisle of us. I hope, when we're
navies $1.31 round-trip excursions to
Mars!
-1 never could see the woman who
wears men's bob-nalled shoos, and sow
Modern and such like, arid who flags
scented wags and perfumes End thing.
of that kind because she considers 'em
too womanish.
"All of the aborsbleness of women
eonsists in their femininity.
'It's because every once is a while
she gets her household work dons
early so eke can 'go upstairs and have
a good tic' It's because she macerates
us into pulp with her ̀ because:' It's be
muse she admits our premises and de-
ities our coneinelonto it's becans.e she")
packer her :fps for baby talk when she
*ea an infant a block away; Its be-
eau*. she knee roses, and lacey tklng
two dollars-a-pound eaady; it's be-
/Luse the gives us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be sewed up in
a blanket and clubbed to the verge of
Ise other world; It's because she'll die
end delve and scrape and scrap for her
ausband and her little ones until les
liaise:tiles hang from the roof of Tar
arus; it's Leeauee she dabs at her eye:
-iith a little wad of a handkerchief ur
.11 her nose is red when she Eleel• h11
man sufferings:sit:a just be ause she's
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet
ter from every point of view than w.
are lust because she is feminine, that
she has us on tee dead lope, and plum
loco over her, ever since the days co
the shepherd king of Egypt!
"It they want to perfume themselves
let 'ern. I, for one, like 'ern perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old feminine
things that they want to do. They're
pretty nigh always right, taking 'em et
masse, and they don't make half as
many mistakes as we men do.
"Give me a lute, that I may chant of
the physical, mental, moral and spirit-
ual lovelines.s of the perfumed, who is
the typically feminine woman! Here's
ample' that she'll be with us Ull the
.•f the wold and afterward!
ra••• • Olds
Large Group of Bun Spots.
The officials at the naval observe.
Lary announce that a large group of
solar spots was observed with the
photohellograph at that institution
The group has advanced about two
days upon the disc of the sun visible
In this vicinity and is located in south
latitude. The grOup can be seen by
the naked eye, but with a telescope It
Is resolved into a mass of email spots,
closely grouped together. This la the
largest sun spot visible since last
Spring.
Feared the Worst
lap Parson—Why are yea






Itarevlous Warmth and Depth at
the Landscapes of That
Country.
The crowning glory of a Syrian land-
scape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left America it seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall chort
of the reality, says the World To-day. Of
course, no artist can hope to reproduce
the marvelous warmth and deji ui the
colors in an eastern landscape. or to
imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to find tints that were o% erbrieht or
to arrange them In an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so briliiant that It is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on
moonless niglat. and in the wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the starlight
has been so bright Lhat I could see the
wand hand of my watch and cutii,! find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jut
A moonlit scene at home gives only the
impression of light spots and dark
spots; everything is black or white at
gray, but here in Syria the moonligot
shows all the colors of the rainbow. Toe
green of the trees and grain the red. of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea and 'AY,
and the white of the dtstant mountains
are softer and more delicate, but hard-
ly less distinct, one from another, than
in the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are the best of
all, especially where the mountains
come close to the sea. I hesitate to cum-
part Beirut with Naples; yet we have as
clear skies here, the sweep of the bay is
much the same, and. Instead of smoky
Vesuvius, there is the splendid range of
Lebanon. culminating in Jebel Sunntn,
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain. and for half the year crowned
with dazzling snow.
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
flow He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom He Wields
Power.
"Our priest." say. the young Russian
peasant, who, through the mouth of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, describes
'The Night That Made Me a Revolu-
tIonoit," "bad been the priest to our
grandfather. All of us children, and
iven our mother 40 years befcre heti
been baptized by him. He was • tall,
thin, hard-eyed old man, In a black
gown; be had a long Lean: an 1 stiff locks
of gray hair down over his shoulders;
his bony face was always tight and
stern; his eyes were dull; his deep voice
was slow and never had • glad sound
in it. He had no friends, but Just rode
along the mountain roads alone, allot
as children, and even the old people,
were afraid of him.
"Once, when I was very mnall. I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that some rich, fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest was
with them. When they Laughed be, too,
tried io smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no life
In IL There was an old story that his
wife had not been afraid and had
bossed him, but even she got worn out
and ran away. He never opened his
mouth except for two things. Either
be spoke to God, chanting prayers and
masses, or else he spoke to the peasants.
growling: 'Pay. pay.' "
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
Ca the Orient Wearing of Trousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the Rule.
— —
If there Is one thing presumably cer.
Min on this earth, in use opinion of most
of us, it is that skirt* are essentially
feminine, and that the special feature
of masculine attire is a bifurcated gar-
ment. But nothing is further from the
truth. affirms the Buffalo Commercial,
which proceeds to prove what it asserts.
To this day the ma;ority of the male ele-
ment of the human rase, so far as it
wears clothes at all, is skirted. The man
or woman who goce east will see skirted
men everywhere--Arabs, Cashmeres,
OunJabs, Burl:Dans. Chinese, Japanese.
Malays, to mention only a few. "Tbe
trousers of the western world, though
they seem to the untrareled eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyramids, are but
a passing fashion in the history of male
attire," says a writer In the Boston
Transcript. The fashions of the east
endure, while those of the west are ever
changing. That Is true. Yet the bifur-
cated garment—the forked radish style
—commends itself to the progressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who do things
In war, athletics and business in these
days canned wear skirts, blankets or
kimonas. When the western race,
cease to hustle and sit down to meditate
they may discard trousers and revert to
the ancient oriental styles.
All raviee Grow-Ile; T..c--ee
About half a cenoiry ago England
took notice of one fleet only, the
French. Now things have changed.
Japan has revealed her naval power;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhelm
II. rules over Germany and has an-
nounced that the country's future wel•
fare must be sought for on the seas;
the United States wish to have as
drill on the ocean and Russia la be,
winning to rebuild her fleet
Fat, Meaty Part
"liana:" cried the first old man,
smoothing the near sealskin cuff of hill
erten:tont' "I have a part that sons me
perfectly as last."
"What Is ter asked the second
heavy.
"It is the part of a recluse. and IS
the second itt I have to cook and sal






















No. 101 NO. ici3 No. 121
Cincinnati ..  8:ao am 6:oo p.m.  .. .
Louisville  111:01 p.m. 940 Diu. 7:30 a.m.
Owensboro 6:30 p.m. era° Lao
Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.m. 11 05a.no
Central City  3:30 p.m. ':03 a.m. 12.3o pm.
Nortenvillc  4;08 P.m i:ao am, 1:28 pja.
Evansville  12:50 p.m. :eo ol 8:303a.




4 :•20 13 in..
600 p.m.
Hopkinsville 
Pr '0,C•ct00  







4:53 P.m 2:27 Lao
 6:ic p.m. 3:40 a.m.
 6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
  7:20 p.m, 450 a.m.
  8:015 p.m. 5:51 a.m.
 8:13 p.m. 6:775
'too p.m. 8:20 a.m.
New Orleans  to: a.m 8:15 p.m.
Memphis
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 









No 103 No. 104 No. 123
710 p.m, sots a.m.
6:45 a.m 8:50 p.m.
8:07 a.m moo p.m.
11 :58 p.m.
10:15 a.m. 12:35 a.m. 6:0D MIL'
...  11:20 a.m. 1:4,3 am. 7:40 11.1111.
  11:25 a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:50 am.
12:39 p.m. 303 oat. asap SAM
6:15 p.m. 5:20 a.m. 
 9:23 p.m 8:to it.aL
 ... 343 .in. 945 &AL
Arrive Nortonville  I -.28 pm. 3:51 a.m, dew ant.
Asti'', Central City  2223 pin. 4:30 aas, et:go tan.
Attlee Horse Branch  3:66 p.m. 5:r8 a.m. t2:36 pin.
Atreve Owennboro  *4 SS Dm. liso a.m. tam pin.
Arrive Louisville ...••• • 11143 P-m- 7:32 ane. 4g$ PAL
Arrive Cincinnati  9:15 p.m. 1200 noon 
Ile 
$T. HOC'S DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No, Ns
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  436 p.m. 840 p.os.
Arrive Chicago  630 a.m. 6:30 am,
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 istn. 7:no a.m.
SOUTH BOUND No 3os No. igs,
7:45 am. 9:40 pin.
Leave Chicago  2:50 a.m. 6:20 p.m.
Leave Cabondale  11:4o a.m. 7-05 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m. 11:00 am.




NORT BOUND tot -8o1 135-835
Leave Nashville  8:to am
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 am.6 40 a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7-45 am.
Arrive Paducah  4:i5 Om. 9:25 am,
Leave Paducah  6:15 pin. 9:30 &.111,
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m 11:10 a.m.
Avr've St. Louis  7:20 am 4:y p.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:30 Om,
•••
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 r36-1136
Leave Chicago  - -  6:ao p.m. gr.eo a.m.
Leave St.Leais  g:se p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  tivo a.m. 5:53 P111,
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m. 7:40 P.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:ro p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:410 am, 4:45 p.m. 
ArriveHopkinsville  6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville  935 sm.
Trains marked (9 ran daily except Sunday. All other trains rum
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers between Clasimostt
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and too sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers balmier
Paducah and St. Louis, Train Ant connects at East Cairo with GlItkemp
litteper. For further inform:L.44 asidreell.
I. T. DONOVAN, agent, City T,cliet Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, union Depot, Parfrerah,
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Loliaville•
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P A., Meninhis, Taus.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chinas*, so.





APADucmi REAL n'T WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM LAS*
EIDINITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFIECERN
KENTUCKY REAL ElITAT! JOURNAI AND PRICE AST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
rim •4 W. wiirrricmou.s.. P•utuki.A. Ma
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St.
-----
He who is feared by man yb fears
many.--From the German.
You Ought to untie that knot whicii




Round trip to EVANSVILLS Abig
RETURN, continous passage 14.ao;
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth %Waded.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, pimp
of five or over St.so each, without
meals; lla.co with IOW&
Good music on all the boats. For
Luther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. iiipart


















GUM, BEECH 411) OAK FLOGIING, END MATCHED: BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
Nth Phones 26! Welke:Making:Very Lew Mies se House Bills.
ADAD IREPORI 11 THE
cigar GODDESS OF LABOR
Ir:SEVEN ARE :WE
FOR." 25c
WERE'S NOT A SPOOK
IN OLD PADUKE
1PHAT WOULDN'T DO THEM
HONOR;













Mt. Cannel, to, standing.
Nashville, 7.9, rising.
Pittsburg, 5.94 rising.
Davis Island Dam, 4.5, rising.





The bob Dudley arrived yesterday
born Nashville and :ook the place of
the Buttorff, which had to withdraw
Oemporarily on account of low water.
The towboat Lyda got away yee-
terday for the Tennessee river after
ales.
Cap;:on T. H. Fraudre cattle up yet-
terday from Cairo to see how the
gepairs are corning on on his. boat
fared Hartweg .that is laying here in
the harbor being overhauled.
Yesterday afternoon the steamer
Clyde got out for the Tennessee riv-
er at 5 o'clock. She comes back next
'Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
• • of the Tennessee river tonight late
tend lays here until 5 o'clock Saturday
afternoon before getting out on her
.3geturn trip.
• The Georgia Lee will leave Mem-
ghis this afternoon and get here Sat-
on her way un to Cincinnati.
. The Buttorff went to Naelorille
lerday and comes back Sunday.
• • The Inc Foowler went to Evans-
Re yesterday and comes back to
morrow.
The John S. TrIonkitts comes in lo-
chs. from Evansville and leaves imme-
: attly on her return that way.
Free Dirt.
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.





Very often an article is not
knownin this market which
may be desired by some oat
who has used it awl/bars.
We Cat Get It
Even from foreign countries
if neccessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
well—better then OW com-
petitors do if possible.
NIGHT BELL AT SIDE
DOOR.
Pre, prompt delivery an
over town from 7 a. m, to
p.m.as 




however, is not localized bat extends
all*410110.10.0.001/10••••••••••over the greater part of the body.
COMMITTEE WILL TONIGHT
LAY THE MATTER BEFORE
CENTRAL BODY.
Miss Gipson Has Been Residing Here
the Last Time for Several Years,
and Will Remain Permanently.
This evening, at the meeting of Cen-
ral Labor union, on North Fourth
street a report will be made by the
! ornrii;ttee selected two weeks ago
for the purpose of looking into the
question as to whether or not Miss
Gerald Gipson is a legal resident of
this city, and therefore entitled to
the honors of the Goddess of Labor
position, to which she was electe.4
last Labor Day by popular vote of
the people of this city. The conwnit-
tee will report what they have learn-
ed. and the Central Labor body will
then decide whether the young lady is
entitled to the honors.
Labor Dar Miss Gipson was chosen
by a hindeome maioritv over severel
competitors to the noeition of noel-
dess of Latent. After she was elect-
ed unicotia that becireti the other can-
didate. raised the rioint that Mies
son was not a resident of this city.
therefore not eliribile to the honors
Central I aunt, bode gelected a com-
mittee to loot, into the mower. ant,
a reoort will 1)e res*de tesetio4tt
114,4j*4 r.inton i• re•i A on. of th;
eit v. where •Ier lived all of her life
several wears ago, when her
family went tn *T•ru•
There for about two
veers. wt.en es• rime hero to resift..
n••marently .,..1•h
while her MI Pn** 'pont in..., in
TP/10PIKep elf v. ql•• has hoe." ttle*
severil- ye., re •tow 1st...A.01 •
F" crhoolt fn a v.... :t -
1t4•eltrir.ty tt •-•• • 
•'' • - • '
irenecot :t1 :qv •••• %die eswileaswAPE
1,-,„ she gepAls IP ofterwripse
line. env • 
question of Ii r eligibility w.,
through spite cork by those ooppoc-
ing her victorious campaign for the
honors.
LOCKS • 7 MEN IN VAULT;
THEN COOLY ROBS BANK
Daring Robber Presents Letter to
Cashier Explaining His Purpose.
Newton, Ku., Nov. 14.—The Mid-
land Bank of Newton was he4d tsp
this afternoon by one man and robbed
it of $1.000 in currency. The robber
was tall, of light complexion, and
about twenty-eight years of age.
presented a letter to Herman Seder-
man, the cashier, stating who he was
and what he wanted, also advising the
clerks and bystanders that they would
all cfie together should any effort be
made to detain him.
Six or seven persons were in the
hank and Al were ordered into tht!
vault and locked in. The robber then
secured what currency was in sight
and escaped. The bank's loss is fully
,c.- vcred by insurance.
INDICTED MEN FACE FINES
broker, Railroad Agent and Merchant
Accused at Kansas City.
Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 14.—Davis
H Kresky, a freight broker, and W.
•%. McGowen, local agent for the
L.-ckcl Plate fine, indicted here today
charge of conspiracy to violate the
ii.tcrstate commerce act, and Henry
S. Hartley, a grain dealer, also in-
(Feted cm a charge of accepting re-
bates on freight shipments, were ar-
tested in the afternoon and arraigned
before Judge Carland.
They were released on $5,000 bonds
each.
Kresky and MeGowen arc liable to
'1 fine of from $1,0oo to Sto,000 and
imprisonment for a term not exceed-
ing two year:- Hartley is liable to






The latest .naovations in Es di
k-horeh work are "apple dumpling
suppers," which have peeved a great
uccess. ,
Recent investigations show that
snails have a sense of smell, which,
438 South Seised
HARVICK PUT PROTEST OF SKIDOO FOR BONI
UNDEti A BOND NO AVAILILITTLE FRENCH COUNT
HE MUST NOT BOTHER LAW- NEGRO SOLDIERS WHO DIS-
YER EATON FOR PERIOD GRACED THE SERVICE IN
OF TWELVE MONTHS. TEXAS MUST GO.
Pete O'Brian Was Dismissed of the Prote.As Received from Norther.
Charges of Stealing Money from Negro-Lovers, but the President
Crailliet-Police Coourt. Will Not Yield.
Edgar J. Harvick was yesterday
morning, in the police court, fined
$25 and costs by Judge Ed Puryear
for striking Lawyer Eaton in the
hallway of the Fraternity building,
Moonday evening. Harvkk was then
put under $aoo bonds to keep the
peace toward Eaton for a period of
twelve months.
Ed Elliott was distniseed of the
charge of disorderly conduct. Lizzie
Arnold claimed Elliott struck her
with his fists.
Zcb ‘Vallace, colored, was held to
the grand jury in Saco bond for !tee-
ing a pick from the Memphis Asphalt
company. on Washington. near Third
street. Wallace was let out of ;ail
Monday night, but was arrested Tues-
day on the theft charge.
There was filed away the warrant
charging W. M. and Barney Padeett
with furnishing liquor too a minor,
Eddie Skillian.
Pete O'Brian was dismissed of the
warrant charging him with robbing
the man named Toohn Guiriet of some
money
Nant.ie Palmer was fined $S and
costs for a breach of the peace.
Joe Denker was fined $10 and costs
for disorderly conduct. He is the
German tailor arrested at the Union




Runs Amuck in Asheville and Has
Succeeded in Eluding Officers.
Ashville, N. C., Nov. 14—Patrol-
men Charles Blackstock and William
Pailey were shot to death on South
Main street tonight by a negro who
proclaimed himself to be Will Harris,
of Charlotte, a desperado for whom a
large reward has been standing for
sonic time.
Prior to the killing of the two
officers Ben Allison. a nerro restaur-
ant keeper. was killed by Harris. who
shot him with a rifle without provo-
cation Another nein°, named Tons
Neil. lies mortally wounded, he too
being shot before the officers took
a hand in the melee.
The neer() then ran down South
Main street toward Biltmore, and at
midnight was still at large.
The greatest excitement followed
the killing of the officers. A general
fire alarm was turned in by Chief of
1Pcilice Bernard for the purpose of
calling out the militia companies. and
several posses quietly formed to take
up the pursuit The store of the
Asheville Hardware company was
broken into by police officers and the
posses were armed with Winchester
rifle, and shotguns.
Hearet Learne to Continue.
New York, Nov re—At a meeting
tonight of the executive committee of
the ;ndenenderice league recolutions
were adopted congratulating William
R Hearst noon the result achieved
in the recent election in New York
State, and oledeing contnnance of the
Tndenendencc league as a mans for
frrtherance of the principles advocated
by Mr. Hearst.
Washington, Nov. 14.—The war de-
partment mails are heavy with letters
erotesting against the discharge with-
out honor of the three companies of
the Twenty-fifth infantry, colored.
Most of these oririnate in Massa-
ehusetts but nearly every section of
the country is represented. They can
be of no avail now, it is said, becanse
the action was taken by direction of
the president. who alone can relieve
the ceveritv of the order
Nfo‘t of the comnenniestions. w-
eer/One t the deoarten-it. re.st
itMel.'111%c • of i•ronortal,t facts con-
114̀ cteA with the CPS, so Actin, Seen.-
tar,. riliver bi nrdereA the nrintluer in
r.2...n1.1•• form •If • 1,.‘• renort of
roto..el lalvly. who made the oritrirtal
into the rioting at
tee,.......ente 1.4o A omttt iv 'Ans. of
01.o mem‘ort of the Twenty-MA in-
is well ti... (It r*I14 •r Ten", t
or Towne...or goo florlforyton
he enonlied to
ti.. enerieeeionetients
To ...glow? to an ineidee as tri
01.* sogoor eriettlert
r r+• .1A 5••• r0001ktee4 it Otto, f•otylA now,
ts.i. *hew 110 • A runt 1••••,1 erntl•v of 11411n1-
wli,441v in the rinhi,Ner or be the mb-
 it to evince-ST the
of tlt,. r;nters it was etate,1
it i4.a wit eien* r*.n. at 1410 tie nn•II
ti,sn 1,114 soma ennstide•a.
..1thom.h a eon.
• 1.1..1 ;int M.o.', re/b.-hod it was
esoet the 9.n, feeeekseov
arm t to 'v....41(v • 1.41. order in
1414..?". ;.;""e,' Wet rd 4
• C..non* 44 .4 **Nft1llfierri
Toon e.....listtmena 'however, the
t01A1.. wooTA not 1••• .it. on etstfrothe
t.o..4 • of the ee•....4 llet hertalts.
I.:, ....n:tiev record vre1“14 he fatetly
f
x.s.initment of the three eons.
vii" i• now nranr. on at 111 11•91r1
roldnallv. It Twins rowarefeer by the
OPner......0n. at romt--4e to ohischarete
"11 of the men at one... as tIvig might
tn disorder.
• r•IT TT VITT 1VD arryang cuareg
1:119,-.411... A ......11.•1r rt,n, at.*
L., VC 1".••••••
.Arbany, N. Y., Nov. 14.—The court
of appeals today affirmed the judg-
ment of the courts below, which
awarded William Rockefeller IS cents
damages and $7903t costs against
Oliver Lamora, of Franklin county.
Lamora caught fish in that part of the
middle branch of the St Regis river
flowing through the great forest pre-
serve of Mr. Rockefeller in the Adir-
ondaeke.
The first secretary of the Chinese
leratinr in St. Petersburg remarked
the other day that the Chinese govern-
ment has a stronger hold on its peo-
ple than the Russian has on its own
and that the Chinese people are leas
cultivated and more oppressed.
Chief Pleasant Porter of the Creeks
says that the act of congress handing
over 'Indian Territory to Oklahoma
was the death knell of his srace. He
prediets that in TOO years from now
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FOR RENT--Two nice rooms and
lnard. Good table. 235 South Sixth
'street, coreer Washington street.
FOR RENT—Two-story frame
Freed by dwelling, six rooms and bath, corner
Inhuman ; I. fth and Madison streets. Apply to
Husband. E. G. Boone.
Paris, Nov. 14.—Tht• Tribune of the
First Instance of the Seine, Judge
Date I.:eliding, at noon today Trailed
a divoice to the Countess De Cae
leilan: (iormeely Anna Gould of New
York), wad gave her the custody cA
her children, who, however will not
be allowed to be taken f..om Franc..
I withcnit the consent of their father,
!Count Boai De Ca.stellanc..
The end of the famous case came
suddenly. The court brushed aside
the demand of the count's lawyers for
an examioation of witnesses, and, as
anticipated, the public protector did
not even ask to be boatel.
As soon as the court assembled,
Judge Ditta handed down the judg-
ment, which is a sweeping victory
for the Countess In granting her
petition for divorce the court gave
the countess the custody of her chil-
dren, the count being allowed only the
usual right to see them and to share
in the control of their education,
which was not contested.
The count is given the right to see
the children at stated periods at the
home of thier grandmother and keep
them a month annually during the
holidays.
I The count's demand for an "alimen-
tary allowance of $50.000 annually"
was pronoenced by the court to be
'without foundation in law and was
rejected.
This morning at 8 o'clock .be
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
9 o'clock.
The City of Saltillo left St. Lotto
'yesterday sad gets here tomorrow
:night en route to the Tennessee river
Pre* Dirt
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS R1210.:i;C & eriat
r,intractore.
Advertise in the Register and Get
I FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
for light house-keeping. Ring 06d
'Phony loll.
FOR RENT—Osie room isaci book
756 Jefferson.
• _e—
I FOR RENT—Three room .ratne
residence tos Frourdt nea. Washing-
ton. Sewerage connections, pantry,
etc.
PO R RENT—One apartment k
"Sans Sooc•" apartments. sid NOM
9th St. Steam Heatei W. L Gadiraia
MR SALE OE RENT—Three
room L Please with water in Meehan,
new never been occupied. PM** St
between Eighth and Ninth tweet.
McCRACKEN REAL MARE &
MORTGAGE CO, INC. Call 34 So
Sixth street. 'Phone 7o5.
Kamen Accoesstatat.
Will post, examine. systematize sad
audit books by the day, week, or the
job Terms Reasonable
JOHN D SMITH, Jr., its Fratern
ity betiding.
WANTED PON U S. ARMY—
Able-bod.ed unmarried men heieres
ages of at and 35; citizens of United
Sestet. le gOOd character as tome,-
rate habits who can speak. read and
write English For Information so-
ggy to Reeruiting Officer. New Rick
'oriel {4 n***1 Paducah KY
Violet, Ultra-Violet,
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases. Jr. J.
W. Penaley, 311 B'w'y.
To Ladies Only.
Mrs. Kitchen is at the Craig
nut giving vibrator massage, look
calp and bust; all blemishes remov-
ed; proficient and reliable. Old 'pima
144
A COED Bl00140 PROPOSITION
Would You Pick Up Sc, 10c, or 1Sc Pieces It Ti.
Found Them In the Road.
Would you walk kaH a block it you knew positively that pew sushi
save st, roe and 25c on every purchase you make in BOOKS,
MUSIC AND STATIONERY?
WILL YOU NOT AT LEAST INSPECT OUR STOCK?
It is STUFF and NONSENSE to talk about cheap quality on Copy-
right hoz,oks and music. The QUALITY the same .n every store
bue WE CUT THE price to GET YOUR TRADE—see?
DON'T BE A CLAM BUT GIVE US A SHOW FOR YOUR
TRADE.
• D. E. WILSON
AT HARBOURS DEPAR.TMENT STOLL
.011111**11***111M
'NOM
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
TRADE WATER C A L • REALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPOIKAIKD.
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